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Abstract

The objective of this research project was to design and construct a system to

evaluate the effectiveness of diverse types of flight instrument symbology in transmitting

information to the pilot. A structured systems engineering approach was used to select

system components given the requirements to minimize cost and modifications to the test

aircraft and maximize display flexibility while providing enough information to execute

instrument flight tasks.

The system is composed of three major elements: flight data collection, data

processing, and the display. Each of these elements was analyzed individually to

establish requirements and implementation options. The options were compared using a

weighted-array analysis to select the most appropriate solution. The final system

configuration combined a three-axis inertial measurement unit from Watson Industries, a

Motorola pressure sensor, a Pentium III laptop computer running custom software written

in Microsoft Visual Basic, and an Earth Technologies 8.4 inch color liquid crystal

display. The software was developed using an iterative process to design, test, and refme

instrument appearance and function in a simulated, flight environment.

During early testing, significant IMU deficiencies were noted and partially

compensated for by the addition of a pressure sensor for direct altitude measurement and

a variable velocity input circuit. Despite these enhancements, IMU performance

remained poor and resulted in a significant number of aborted test points.

Three display layouts were used to conduct a limited evaluation of the potential of

the system to meet the requirements. The first display was designed to closely replicate

the standard GA'aircraft 'hnstrumentTT": The second consisted of a gyroscope the size of
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the entire display with digital readouts of other flight parameters superimposed upon it.

The third display was designed to look sirhilar to an F-16 heads up display. Three pilots

were chosen from diverse backgrounds and were tasked with performing a simulated

precision instrument approach while their performance was recorded. Error analysis was

then conducted using commercial data analysis and plotting tools. Pilot performance

varied widely between displays, with the "instrument-T" display producing the worst

average performance.

This proofof-principle evaluation was successful, but the basic system

architecture should be refined one more time before conducting further symbology

testing. The most significant recommendation is to replace the IMU with a more reliable

data collection system, preferably one based upon the Global Positioning System. Also,

before a rigorous symbology evaluation can be conducted, more detail needs to be added

to the instrument types already implemented and new instruments, such as a horizontal

situation indicator and tum-and-slip instrument, must be added. Then a sponsor should

be sought to finance continuing display research projects.
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I. Introduction

Background

Pilot-Vehicle Interface (PVI) testing is becoming more important every year as

demand for easier-to-use systems and displays increases. 88 percent of the general

aviation (GA) accidents from 1980 to 1990 were attributed (at least in part) to pilot error,

which could be linked to "...poor hformation transfer and information interfaces..."

(FAA/NASA, 1990). Better displays can reduce the number of errors made in the

information transfer process, but there is a significant amount of debate on what display

format is the most effective for information presentation. This paper presents a simple

but powerful system to test different instrument types and arrangements to measure their
/

effectiveness at transmitting information to the pilot.

The first flight instrument used was an altimeter whose function was based upon

the barometers of the day (Hawkins, 1987). Although other instruments (airspeed and

heading indicators primarily) were developed over the first quarter-century of aviation, it

was not until all-weather aircraft were required by the developing airmail system in the

United States that flill instrument-flight quality cockpits were developed. The

instruments and cockpit layouts developed for that purpose did not change significantly

until the mid 1970s. At that time, military aircraft experts began to incorporate video

displays into cockpit designs to display flight and aircraft data in a variety of formats.

Because the software could easily be changed, with the result that the information types

and formats presented to the pilot would completely change, a dramatic increase in the

amount of human factors testing began to take place.



Commercial aviation soon began to take advantage of the utility provided by

multh function video displays in cockpits, but the cost of these systems has hindered their

introduction into general aviation aircraft. Smaller, cheaper systems are required before

widespread acceptance. Nevertheless, an improved system for displaying aircraft flight

data to the general aviation pilot will become important as the skies above the nation

continue to become more crowded and air travelers demand a more efficient airways

navigation system.

There has been a significant amount of research into cockpit display design for all

aircraft, but especially for military and commercial aircraft. The high cost of accidents to

these customers makes their. significant investments in human factors research a

necessity. The benefits that have been realized in those areas of the aviation industry can

also be realized for general aviation, but only with a low-cost test system like the one

described here.

Avionics

The aviation accident rate is dependent upon three' "pillars": avionics,

ergonomics, and operational experience (Hawkins, 1987). Improvements in any of these

three pillars will advance aviation safety.

In the general aviation arena, there is little that can be done to improve the overall

amount of operational experience since new pilots are entering the pool daily. The FAA

is working hard to improve both initial and ongoing training, but there is significant

resistance to raising requirements for pilot licenses. Therefore, it is up to aircraft design

experts to improve the avionics and ergonomics of GA aircraft in order to improve safety.



The incredible advances in computer technology in the past 20 years have

produced impressive improvements in avionics. Laptop computers are small,

inexpensive, and powerful enough to coordinate inputs from a sophisticated data-

collection system and produce high-resolution video output. A high-quality, color liquid

crystal display (LCD) that is thin and lightweight enough for aircraft use and can easily

be viewed at wide angles in full daylight conditions can now be purchased for under

$1000. Avionics improvements are not a limiting factor to improving cockpit displays.

Ergonomics is another matter. Because of the large amount of data to be

presented, and numerous ways to present it, research must be conducted on which display

formats are the most effective at getting information to the pilot. Perhaps no one format

will prove to be the best in all cases, and displays that adapt their layout to the particular

regime of flight or at the pilot's request will be the most effective.

Human Information Processing

When controlling an aircraft, the, pilot is constantly checking his instruments and

making actions based on the infomation obtained from those instruments. This is known

as information processing. Several things can go wrong with this process, and an

understanding of the basic principles of information processing is necessary to

understand how display configuration can help reduce errors.

Whereas a "display" can refer to either a visual, auditory, or tactual presentation

to a person, in the context of this paper it will be used to refer to \isual displays only.

Visual displays are the most complex of the three types and can be configured to carry

almost any type of .information. It is precisely this power and flexibility that make

research into their configuration so important. Display format, layout, and configuration



will be used interchangeably to refer to the type, position, and style (color, font, shape) of

instruments displayed.

Human information processing consists of several steps. In the case of visual

displays, the first step is visually sensing the information (Hawkins, 1987). This is the

act of seeing the data—making sure that it is presented within the pilots' field of regard,

not obscured and not too low contrast to discern. The next step is perception or "pattem

recognition" (Wiener, 1988), which is probably the most important stage of information

processing. At this stage, symbols, numbers and words observed by the eye are

converted into the ideas that have meaning to the operator.

These first two stages are followed by decision-making, response execution, and

feedback. The display improvements that were investigated with the system in this paper

focus primarily on the first two steps. The goal is to find the display that most reduces

both the effort required and the number of errors made in sensing and perception. The

system described in this paper allows researchers to experiment with different displays in

search of the display that is most effective at converting raw information into meaning for

the pilot.

A commonly used model of the complex interactions involved in aviation is the

"SHEL" model developed by Edwards (1972). The four parts of the model are

"Software", which consists of the written instructions and procedures for flying; the

"Hardware" such as the displays and controls in the cockpit; the "Environment" in which

flights are conducted; and the "Liveware", or the pilot. The most common failures in

aviation happen at the junctions between these elements, and occasionally result in



disaster (Wiener, 1988). The system presented here will help the Hardware-Liveware

interface become more efficient and less prone to errors.

Systems Engineering Process

The Systems Engineering Process (SB?) is a comprehensive, iterative and

recursive problem solving process (Leomrd, 1999). It provides a structured technique to

transform requirements into functional, and physical architectures. This process is

diagrammed in Figure 1.

The process begins with an input that can either be the initial requirements for a

new system, or the output of a previous iteration through the SEP. A requirements

analysis is then conducted to determine what functions the project must fiilfill and what

bounds must be placed on the physical architecture (for instance: cost, weight or

complexity).

ysystem Analysis
\  and Control
V.,^Batericsrt^

Rsquiramwits
Analysts

Racfuireinerttt
-■Ldidp

Funcdorail Ansiysia
Allocation

Qpsifn
Loop

VeHficatioit
Synthesis

PROCESS OUTPUT

Figure 1. The Systems Engineering Process



These requirements are then used to determine a functional architecture. This

begins as a high-level depiction of the basic steps to be performed by the system, and

iterative loops are completed to break the high-level functions down into ever lower-level

steps. These lower-leVel functions may then have requirements of their own and may

produce a better understanding of the overall requirements, forcing a change to some of

the previously established requirements. This SEP loop is called the requirements loop.

The next stage is Design Synthesis, where the functional architecture blocks are

assigned to a physical architecture. In choosing particular components, the design loop

ensures that each physical component of the system fulfills a specific functional block. If

the component does not meet a functional block, and therefore a system requirement, it is

eliminated.

The fmal step involves a system verification to ensure that the final system meets

the input requirements as modified by the requirements analysis. The output can either be

a complete system for the customer or may serve as input information for another loop

through the entire SEP. In this manner a design can be continuously improved to meet

changing requirements.

The next four ehapters will cover how the steps of the SEP were applied to this

projeet to create a finished product.



n. Requirements Analysis

Input Requirements

The first step of the SEP is an analysis of the system requirements. There was no

defined customer for the project to set these requirements, but the idea had been

discussed in several forums and some basic concepts established. The design philosophy

could be summed up in a few fundamental requirements.

1. The system should provide enough information to effectively maneuver an

aircraft under instrument flight conditions.

2. System cost should be as low as possible given the constraints of the first

requirement.

3. . The system should have as little impact on the test aircraft as possible,

avoiding expensive modifications (STCs).

4. The system should be very adaptable and easy-to-use.

These principles established a starting point for planning the software portion of

the project and choosing the hardware components that would be used. The next step

was to determine what information was necessary to meet the first requirement, what

additional information was desirable, and refine the system requirements definition.

Information Presented

To conduct successful instrument flight maneuvers, the pilot must have: aircraft

attitude (pitch and roll), heading, airspeed, and altitude. Each of these parameters must

have certain accuracy and precision, as listed in Table 1. The accuracy of the information

must last for the length of time for one test maneuver. The accuracy may degrade beyond

these limits after the test point is complete, as long as the parameters can be re-calibrated



Table 1. Data Parameter Accuracy and Precision

Parameter Accuracy / Precision

Desired Required Test System

Attitude 0;5 dee/.0.2!deg / 1.0 .deg / 1.0 deg 0.2 deg / 0.03 deg

Heading 2.0 deg./ 0.5 deg 30.0 deg / 2.0 deg 20.0 deg / 0.03 deg

Airspeed 2 knots / 0.5 knots 10 knots / 2 knots *See note

Altitude 100 feet/5 feet 2000 feet / 10 feet .60 feet /10 feet

Vertical velocity 10 fps / 5 fps 100 fjjs / 20 fjDS 100 fps /10 fps

Turn rate 0.3 deg/sec / N/A N/A

Course/GS dev 0.01 deg / 0.01 deg 0.1 deg / 0.1 deg 0.01 deg / 0.01 deg

Angle of attack 0.2 deg / 0.1 deg N/A N/A

Vertical accel 0.1 e/0.01 g N/A 0.02 g/0.00025 g

Sideslip 0.2 deg / 0.1 deg N/A N/A

Long accel 0.5 KPS/0.01 KPS N/A 0.38 KPS/0.005 KPS

Shaded cells represent requirea aata. utner ceiis are auuiuonai opuonai uaid.

* Whereas the system was capable of presenting a calculated airspeed to the pilot, all.tests were conducted
using a fixed airspeed reference to preclude the fine-tuning required of the longitudinal acceleration
integration function.

before the next test point. For the purpose of this project, five minutes was originally

considered the minimum length of time to. complete one test maneuver.

In addition to the required data, other information is usually presented to pilots.

These are also hsted in. Table 1, with desired and required accuracy and precision values

for each parameter. The final column shows the accuracy and precision of the parameters

measured by the system used in this project.

Instrument Tvpes

Continuing to refine the system requirements, the different ways in which the

necessary information could be presented were considered. For this task, it was

important to focus on the three different ways that flight instruments are used (Sanders,

1993).



1. Quantitative assessments. This is when the pilot needs to know the exact

numerical value of a particular flight parameter. Examples include precise

reading of altitude when leveling at an assigned flight level or airspeed when

on final approach for landing.

2. Qualitative assessments. These are cases where the pilot just needs to know

general trends or relative values. Examples include pilots' general sensation

of the rate of change of altimeter on final approach and lack of change when

on a level enroute leg.

3. Situational awareness. These instruments contribute to the pilots' knowledge

of the plane's position in space. The "attitude gyro" is the most common

example of this type.

Different instrument displays are used in different ways depending on the flight

regime. Analysis of the required data and the ways in which that data would be used led

to the conclusion that the display testing system needed to include the following different

instrument types:

Attitude Gyro. A reliable attitude display is arguably the most important

instrument in the cockpit. A "typical" gyroscope display indicates the instantaneous

aircraft pitch and roll state. A normal ball-type gyroscope has blue to indicate sky and

brown to indicate the ground with a pitch scale on the fice. Qther types may include a

"pitch-ladder" type display as shown on military aircraft HUDs. There is usually a

s3anbol in the center of the instrument to represent the aircraft and graduation marks

around the perimeter to indicate specific roll angles. Additionally, course and glideslope

deviation indicators are often placed on this instrument to indicate error from a desired



position when conducting a precision instrument approach. Two examples of this type of

instrument are depicted in the upper left of Figure 2.

Gauges. These are circular displays with a pointer to indicate the current value.

The two subtypes are "continuous" gauges that wrap-around to indicate higher values,

and "noir-continuous" gauges that have a starting angle for a minimum value and ending

angle for a maximum value (i.e. the gauges "peg-out" at the minimum, maximum, or

both). Gauges of either subtype may include a text display of the value on the face of the

instrument as well. A scale consisting of graduations at certain intervals is usually

included to help with interpretation of the value, sometimes including "major"

graduations at large intervals and "minor" graduations at sub-intervals. The gauge may

include special zones delineated by colored bands or highlighted numbers to indicate

values of particular interest. Two examples of gauges are depicted in the center left side

of Figure 2.
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Text. Plain text digital displays may be used to present data. While this data may

be very precise, as no interpretation of pointer position or interpolation is required, it may

be difficult to detect trends in changing values. For this reason, text displays are often

combined with other types of displays. Text displays should have the ability to take on a

variety of fonts, sizes, and colors and may include features to enhance their contrast, such

as a box around the number or a different colored background. Two examples of text

instruments are shown on the bottom left of Figure 2.

Strips. These are linear scales with a pointer that indicates the current value. The

two subtypes include moving-pointer/fixed-scale and moving-scale/fixed-pointer. The

moving-pointer type displays the entire scale from minimum to maximum value at once

and positions the pointer along the scale at the appropriate position. The moving-scale

type displays only a portion of the full scale that "slides" back and forth around the non-

moving pointer. Strip instmments may be either vertically or horizontally oriented. A

digital text display of the actual value is often included adjacent to the pointer. Similar to

gauges, they may contain special zones to indicate high or low yalues that are

emphasized via special markings (like color). Two strip gauges (one of each subtype^

the moying-pointer on the left) are depicted on the right side of Figure 2. ,

Horizontal Situation Indicator. The HSI is a special type of instrument used in

navigation. It is prirharily a situational awareness display and is used quantitatively to

control aircraft heading. An HSI consists of a round "compass card" that has a heading

scale marked out on the perimeter. At one position (usually top center) there is a pointer

to indicate current aircraft heading. Around the outside of the moving compass card

11



there may also be additional pointers to indicate direction to a waypoint or radial from a

navigation aid.

Turn and Slip Indicator; The tum and slip indicator contains a vertical needle

that deflects right or left to indicate a tum in that direction. The amount of deflection

indicates the rate of tum. The slip indicator consists of a ball that moves from side-to-

side in a race to indicate an out of balanced flight condition (sideslip).

Many other specialized instrument types, such as three dimensional flight path

displays, course deviation indicators, angle-of-attack indicators, and total energy cues,

could be implemented. The adaptability of the hardware is such that only software

changes would be required to add these new instrument types.

Additional Features

In addition to the different types of instruments, several other software features

were considered critical to building a complete system. The first requirement was for a

"simulation" mode that allowed testing displays on the ground. Using this feature, many

potentially unacceptable display configurations could be rejected before spending

valuable flight time. The most basic requirement was that the user needed command of

pitch, roll, and airspeed adequate for executing basic instmment maneuvers. A control

input method similar to that used in the aircraft would be optimal, but would not be

required.

Additionally, a recording mode was deemed necessary to capture all instmment

readings for subsequent analysis. These readings needed to be stored in a permanent

medium that allowed conversion to a variety of formats for later analysis. The recording

mode also leeded to be able to capture data when the system is in simulation mode.

12



The last required feature was the ability to place a simulated runway with a

precision approach anywhere in space, in order to practice instrument approaches without

requiring an actual airfield. The field altitude, approach heading, and glideslope angle all

needed to be variable to provide flexibility in planning test missions. Deviation

indicators had to be included to provide the pilot a way to evaluate error and make a

correction

13



in. Functional Analysis

The next SEP step is to transform the identified requirements into a coherent

description of system functions that can be used to guide the design synthesis activity to

follow (Leonard, 1999). First, a high-level block diagram of system functions is drawn

from the basic requirements. Then it is successively decomposed to ever lower level

functions and those functions are analyzed to decide if the system requirements definition

needs to be added to or modified.

The Functional Flow Block Diagram (FFBD) is a tool used to depict the system

functions and their relationships. At the top of Figure 3 is the top-level FFBD for this

project and immediately below that is the second level diagram.

The first level shows the system input (Aircraft State) and output (Pilot

Interpretation) blocks in addition to the actual system functions of Data Collection, Data

Processing, and Information Display.

Level 1

Level 2

Aircraft Data Data Information Pilot

State Gollectlori —>
Processing Display Interpretation

Measure A/D
Pitch Conv

Measure A/D

Rod Conv

fiJD

AltKude Conv

Measure A/D

Airspeed Conv

_r4

Sim Mode

Get
Commam

Compute
Response

Combine
Inputs

Instrum.
Format

Store
Data

Instrum.

Format

Instrum.

Format
_r

Display
Integration

Instrum.
Formal

Format
Video

Display

Figure 3. System Functional Flow Block Diagram
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The second level just focuses on the system, decomposing Data Collection into

the parameter measurement, analog to digital conversion, and data integration. The Data

Processing block incorporates the lower-level fliiictions of data processing (that can be

further reduced to signal decoding, scale conversion, and result computation), recording,

and storage as well as the functions of the simulation mode (getting a command and

computing a response). The Information Display block can be devolved into instrument

formatting, display integration, video signal formatting, and the actual display of

information.

A few of the, blocks can be further reduced, but only the Data Processing block

has a significant amount of ;sub-parts. These blocks consist of the actual software

subroutines that perform .the steps. shownV* Appendix F contains the software code that is

the third level FFBD for Data; Processing. V
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IV. Design Synthesis

Component Selection

Orice the initial requirements for the system (information, instruments, and

additional features) were established, the process of selecting hardware began. Hardware

solutions were sought for each of the top-level. FFBD blocks (Data collection. Data

processing and Information display). The optiqns were weighed against each other using

several measures of effectiveness (MOE) determined from the project requirements.

For each MOE, each option was ranked on a weighted scale with above average

ratings being positive and below, average ratings negative. The scores were added arid

the.option with the highest score was the component chosen. ,

Data Collection Svstem . .

Several possible alterriatives were examined, to collect the required information

shown in Table 1 and comply with requirement 2 (minimize system cost).

It was immediately apparent that getting aircraft pitch arid roll iriformation was

going to be the biggest probleiri. GA aircraft use vertical gyros to measure pitch and roll

and display this information on the same mechanical, instrument. However, there are no

provisions for an electricaT measurement signaD from this information. Therefore,

different options had to be investigated.

Litton makes an outstanding inertial navigation system, using ring-laser

gyroscopes designated the ASN-139. It is capable of providing information well under

the desired tolerances listed in Table 1, but costs over $100,000.

Systron-Donner manufactures a low-cost single-axis gyro known as the Gyrochip

II. They are based upori vibrating quartz tuning fork technology to rrieasure angular

'  ' ̂ ■ . ' ^ 16.



acceleration and are available for approximately $600 each. Three of these units would

have to be mounted orthogonally in a single enclosure to measure pitch, roll, and yaw

acceleration.

The analog output from the rate gyros would have to be converted to a digital

signal before being used by the computer. A PCMCIA card for sale from Omega

Engineering, the DAQP-12A, is capable of this AD conversion. It can handle ±5V DC

■sampling at rates up to 1 OOKHz with 12-bit resolution and is approximately $600. '

A magnetic measurement unit would also be required to obtain magnetic heading

infonnation for the system. A Watson Indushies imit, the MMU-310 could be used and

the analog output could be converted by digital by the DAQP-12A card.. The MU-310

cost $800.

Although the total cost for this arrangement would be quite low (approximately

$3300), information about the long-term performance of the SystromDonner gyros

showed that the Is error increases at approximately 2.5 degrees per minute (Hayward,

1997). The error would increase beyond the acceptable limits shown in Table 1 in 30

seconds, well below the minimum determined time of 5 minutes.

Fiber Optic Gyros are more precise than tuning fork based systems, and a FOG

from KVH Indtistries, the BCore 1000, was investigated. The ECore 1000 is a single-

axis gyro like the Gyrochip II, so would require 3 gyros at approximately $800 each, but

there is a digital output on these gyros so an AD converter would not be required. A

closer look at the specifications showed that the performance would still be below that

specified in Table 1. -

17



. GPS-based attitude systems were investigated. Trmble manufactures a system,

called the TANS Vector that uses a four-antenna array to detect the GPS signals and

calculate pitch, roll, and yaw angles, and provides GPS position and velocity information.

The error in this system was not subject to gross deviation over time, but would require

mounting antennas to the aircraft that would reduce system portability. Price was also a

significant degrader, as the system cost approximately $18,000.

The most promising GPS-baSed attitude system is the one described by Roger

Hayward (1997) in collaboration with Seagull Technology. This systern uses the

Systroir-Doimer Horizon rate gyros, corrected via a signal from a GPS attitude system.

The GPS portion uses a very short baseline antenna arrangement (36 cm x 50 cm), and

estimated price was approximately $12,000. Unfortunately, this was a developmental

system and not available for use.

Complete Attitude and Heading Reference Systems using FOG or tuning fork

gyros from Crossbow Technologies (FOG-AUTO), Systron-Donner (MotionPak), and

Watson Industries (IMU-E604) were investigated next. The advantages of these systems

are many: , . .

- Rate, gyros for all three axis

- , Output of acceleration along each axis

- Internal hardware to perform basic error correction

- Conversion of rates to absolute pitch and roll angles

- Internal magnetic sensors for output of magnetic heading

- Digital output in RS-232 format for direct input to the control system

- Conversion from body axis cooridinates to local level coordinates
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All these systems had similar specifications for random angle walk and maximum

rates and accelerations that were, within the bounds set by Table 1. Unfortunately, they

are also fairly expensive, between $12,000 and $14,000 each.

The options were summarized as: Build IMU (an IMU built froni scratch using

single-axis accelerometers like the ̂ SystromDonne GyroChip II or KVH FOG and

integration hardware), Civilian IMU (a complete IMU solution like the Watson E604 or

Crossbow FOG-AUTO), Military IMU (a high-level solution like the Litton ASN-139

Ring Laser Gyro), GPS attitude (a GPS-based attitude deterrnination system like the

Trimble TANS Vector).

The five MOEs are: Data (includes amount of data and accuracy of data from the

component),, complexity (how much work is required to construct the component),

intrusiveness (how much modification is required to the aircraft to accommodate the

component), cost and availability. Each MOE is weighted as follows.

Data - Data adequate as defined in Table 1 is zero. Significantly better is +1,

significantly worse is -1. If the system can also supply desired data (in addition to that

required) then it earns an additional-M.

Complexity - If the system comes complete, with little interfacing or wiring

involved, it eams +1. If it requires significant effort to construct and/or calibrate, then it

earns-1.

Intrusiveness — If the system requires an aircraft STC, then it earns a—1. If slight

modifications are needed (no STC involved) then it eams a 0, and if no modifications are

required to the aircraft, it earns-1-1.

Cost - Each $3,000 increment in cost is -1, with $12,000 defmed as zero.
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Availability - Ease of acquiring the components required. +1 if the components

are widely available, -1 if the components are hard to acquire (regardless of cost).

The weighted selection matrix is shown in Table 2;

The Civilian IMU solution scored the highest arid a Watson Industries IMU-E604

was procured. In addition to the benefits mentioned previously, the IMU-E604 had

inputs for four user channels that it would convert to digital and incorporate into the

digital data stream. This would prove useful for inputs from pitot and static pressure

sensors. Finally, Mr. Bill Watson was kind enough to loan one to this researcher for the

flight test.

The IMU-E604 is a complete strap-down gyro system for aircraft operations with

output of absolute pitch and roll angles, as well as linear acceleration in each axis and

angular acceleration around each axis. The output is digital via an RS-232C ©rial

interface. The yaw axis is slaved to an intemal magnetic sensor for output of magnetic

heading (Watson, 2000).

This unit provides direct output of attitude and heading, and the horizontal

acceleration output could be integrated to get velocity. The output of vertical

acceleration could be integrated once to get vertical velocity and a second time to get

altitude. This means all the required information could come from one unit, greatly

simplifying the system design.

Table 2. Data Collection Component Selection

Data Complex. Intrus. Cost Avail Total

Build IMU -1 -1 +1 +2 0 +1

Civilian IMU 0 +1 +1 0 -1-1 +3

Military IMU +2 +1 +1 -22 -1 -19

GPS attitude +2 -1 0 -1 -1-1 +1
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Test accuracy and precision are shown in Table 1. Note that the accuracy and

precision of the computed parameters (Airspeed, vertical velocity, altitude) are

mathematically derived from system performance under good alignment conditions and

showed significant deviation in practice.

This component was by far the most expensive part of the project at just over

$13,000. While this is prohibitively expensive for most GA aircraft, it was considered

acceptable for a developmental test system.

Control Svstem

Once the data collection system was selected, the data processing system to

interface to this data system was chosen. Based on the selection of the IMU, the data

processing system had to be capable of input and output using a serial RS-232 port,

converting that information into the data required by the pilot, formatting the display

instruments, and supplying the appropriate signal to the display system.

The three options investigated were: Custom (a custom-built computer from

specialized components), PC (a Windows-based laptop conputer), Mac (a Macintosh

compatible laptop computer). The MOEs were: Flexibility (which includes the number

of software development tools for that option). Complexity and Cost. The MOEs were

weighted as follows:

Flexibility - +1 if there were numerous tools available for software development, -

1 if everything had to be done "from scratch".

Complexity - -1 if hardware construction was required, +1 if not.

Cost - Each $500 increment in cost is +1, with $2,500 defined as zero.
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The weighted decision matrix is shown in Table 3. Both the PC and Mac laptops

would be acceptable choices, with the PC preferred based on the Flexibility MOE.

A PC compatible laptop computer with a serial port and VGA display port was

procured. PC compatible laptops are widely available and can be used for many other

projects, amortizing the cost. Additionally, there are many software development tools

available for the Windows operating systems that expedited project software

development.

The computer used for this project was a 700 MHz Pentium III with 128 MB of

RAM, although the minimum required is assessed to be a Pentium 90 with 16 MB RAM.

The software is compatible with either Windows 95/98/ME, Windows NT 4.0, or

Windows 2000 and is described in greater detail in the section titled Software

Development. •

Displav Svstem . , . .

The display needed to be large enough to display multiple instruments at a

significant enough size for easy viewing in the cockpit, but could not be so large and

heavy that it was difficult to mount in the cockpit. The display had to have high enough

resolution so that the instruments could be rendered with enough fidelity to prevent

significant distraction to the pilot. There was also a requirement to have a fairly wide

viewing angle (for easy viewing by the co-pilot or test conductor), high brightness (for

viewing in direct sunlight), and low power requirements (for use in OA aircraft).

Table 3. Data Processing Component Selection

Flex. Complex. Cost Total

Custom -1 -1 +2 0

PC +1 +1 +1 -1-3

Mac 0 +1 0 +1
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Cathode ray tube displays have great brightness and viewing angles, and are fairly

cheap, but have moderate power requirements and are generally too large for easy

mounting in the cockpit. Plasma emission displays are small and bright with low power

requirements, but are very expensive. Liquid Crystal Displays are generally small and

light, and available with fairly bright backlights that have modest power requirements.

Therefore, the matrix options were: CRT'(Cathode Ray Tube display), PE

(Plasma Emission display), LCD (Liquid Crystal Display). The MOEs were Fidelity

(includes resolution, color, and brightness). Power (low power preferred), Intrusiveness,

and Cost. The MOEs were weighted as follows.

Fidelity - Excellent resolution, color, and brightness earns +1, adequate

performaiice is 0.

Power - Each 1 amp increment in power draw is -1, with 2 Amps defined as zero.

Intrusiveness - If the system requires an aircraft STC, then it earns ,a -1. If slight

modifications are needed (no STC involved) then it cams a 0, and if no modifications are

required to the aircrajft, it cams+1.

Cost - Each $200 increment in cost is -1, with $800 defined as zero.

Table 4 shows the display type selection matrix where the LCD is clearly favored

option. The Earth Computer Technologies MTR-MBI^HB Liquid Crystal Display (LCD)

monitor was selected based on the component coniparison. This is a color LCD

measuring 8.4" diagonally with a high-brightness (500 NIT) backlamp for daytime

viewing. The display resolution is 640x400 pixel with a 16-bit color depth (65,536

colors). It was controlled via a VGA signals from the laptop through an EarthVision

VGA TFT LCD Controller (LQ9D03B) and mounted in front of the pilot. The display
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Table 4. Display Component Selection

Fidelity Power Intrus. Cost Total

CRT +1 .  -2 n 0 : •  +1 0

PE +1 -1 +1 -1 0

LCD +1 Q +1 0 ,  • +2

with controller and case weighed approximately 1.3 lbs and costs $895 (Earth Tech,

1997).

Integration Hardware

Linking these three major components was relatively simple. The IMU was

already cross-wired internally (normal RS-232C inputs were on output pins and vice-

versa) so a null-modem adapter was not required to connect to the computer serial port.

The display controller connected directly to the laptop monitor output with a standard

monitor cable and interfaced directly with the LCD on the other side using a custom

cable supplied by Earth Tech with the display.

Power and ground were supplied to the IMU and LCD display from a standard

12V DC car-cigarette lighter connector. For testing, a 115V AC to 12V DC adapter was

used to plug the units into a standard US electrical outlet. Maximum power draw was a

moderate 2.6 Amps, 2 Amps of which was required for the high-brightness lamp in the

LCD display. The computer was powered by the internal batteries, which were sufficient

for 4 hours of operation.

Software Development

Given these established design objectives and hardware capabilities, project

software development was initiated. A PC compatible computer running Microsoft

Windows had been selected as the data processing system, so a software development

language for that configuration had to be selected. The software would only do a
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minimal amount of computations and would not require exceptionally high speed. Most

of the development effort would involve the graphical interfaces of the various

instruments.

Microsoft Visual C++ was considered initially and rejected because the graphical

programming features included with the package are less developed than those in other

packages. Microsoft Visual Basic was selected because of its ease-of-use, rapid

prototyping features, and object-oriented basis. There are numerous features to ease the

development of graphic interfaces and an ActiveX control included to reduce the

development effort required for serial port eommunication.

In order to avoid loading the computer too much when complicated display

formats are designed, the display update rate was desired to be as low as acceptable to the

pilots. Initially 20 Hz was tried, but testing showed a significant amount of flicker in

complicated instruments (primariiy gyros) that was minimized at slower update rates.

Eventually, 5 Hz was determined to be an acceptably fast rate with minimum flicker. An

attempt was made to completely eliminate the flicker, but was eventually abandoned as

being too complicated for this stage of development.

Instruments

The instruments were created as separate user controls so that an unlimited

number of any type could be created on any display and could each have their own

individual parameters. This also made the debugging process simpler.

As part of the design loop, several compromises were made in selecting which

instruments to implement to prevent the software portion of the project from becoming to

complex and time-consuming. The first four instmment types (gyro, gauge, text, and
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strip) were required for proof-of-concept, but the other instruments were not

implemented. Additional compromises included:

- Gyro gauges do not include bank pointers or scales

- Only vertical strip instruments were implemented, not horizontal

- Gauges were simple, with only major graduations and simple line pointers

- Gauges and strips did not include "highlighted zones" or "red-lines"

These features can be implemented and other instrument types added in a later

version of the project.

The gauge instruments were created first and served as the model for the design of

the other instruments. In an object-oriented paradigm, each instrument contains the

information regarding the data it should present and how it should appear. Features that

each instrument needed to implement were the ability to turn this information about

appearance and data into a graphical representation. Each instrument also needed to be

able to store this data in a persistent medium and reload the information when required.

In order to protect this information from possible corruption, the instruments needed

interface routines so that the main program could set different parameters and get the

values of those parameters when required. This meant that all instruments had a common

set of routines to implement and these routines are listed in Table 5.

The parameters that controlled the instmment appearance varied depending on

instrument type, but there was a basic set of parameters required for all instruments.

These included the position, size, foreground and background colors, and what flight

information this instrument was to display. These parameters are listed and described

inTable 6.
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Table 5. Required Software Routines for Instruments

Routine Function

Initialize Set default values for instmment parameters

Paint Draw the instmment using the current parameters
MouseDown,
MouseMove,

MouseUp

Used in concert to re-position instrliments as desired by user

GetType Retiim the type of instmment when queried
Get/Set Parameter Get or set the instmment parameter specified (color, font, pen width,

etc.)

Update Update the instrument value and re-draw
Save Save the instrument parameters to persistent storage

Load Load the instmment parameters from persistent storage

Table 6. Common Instrument Parameters

Parameter Description

Left, Top X, Y coordinates of instmment left top comer
Width, Height The width and height of the instmment
Fore/Back Color The foreground and background colors of the instrument
Line Width The width of lines used to draw the instmment

Data Field The index of the field in the data array that contains the data for this
instrument

After the parameters common to all instruments were determined, the parameters

specific to each type were added. Those parameters specific to gauge instruments are

shown in Table 7. The "minV" and "maxV" parameters work in concert with the

"stAng" and "endAng" parameters to allow the gauge to start and end anywhere around

the face of the gauge with arbitrary values for start and end amounts. The "Continuous"

parameter controls whether the gauge "pegs out" at the min and max, or continues to

wrap around the gauge face (like the hundreds pointer on an altimeter).

Parameters specific to gyro instruments are shown in Table 8. The different

aircraft symbols that are available include the "standard" inverted-T shape, the "W"
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Table 7. Gauge Instrument Parameters

Parameter Description
minV, maxV The minimum and maximum values on the gauge

stAng, ending The starting angle on the instrument face (where the minimum value
is indicated) and the ending angle (maximum value)

Tickint The interval between tick marks on the gauge face
PointerWidth The width of the pointer

Continuous A boolean value that indicates whether the gauge "wraps around" or
stops at the minimum and maximum values.

Table 8. Gyro Instrument Parameters

Parameter Description

nSkyColor,
nGroundColor,
nLineColor

The color of the gyro face for the Sky hemisphere, Ground hemisphere,
and lines indicating pitch elevation

nSymbol The type of aircraft svmbol on the gyro face
nSymSize The size of the aircraft symbol on the gyro face
nPitchScale The relative scale of the pitch ladder

ILS A Boolean value that determines whether ILS deviation needles are
shown on the face of the instrument

Square A Boolean value that determines whether the gyro appears square or
round

nDataPitch The index of the field in the data array that contains the data for pitch
angle . - . -

nDataRoll The index of the field in the data array that contains the data for roll
angle

waterline symbol, and a "velocity-vector" style symbol. Examples of each of these are

shown in the displays in Appendix B.

Other gyro parameters include the "nSymSize" parameter, which controls the

percentage size of the symbol relative to the entire size of the gyro. The "nPitchScale"

controls , the spacing between the pitch' ladder lines , (and therefore how precisely a

particular pitch attitude can be held).- t meahs the entire pitch scald (+90 to -90) fits from
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the top to the bottom of the instrument, 2 means only half the entire scale will fit on the

instrument, and so on.

The only parameters specific to text instruments is the "nMinDigits" parameter,

which controls the minimum number of digits to display. If the value to be shown has

fewer digits, then leading zeros are added to the value until it meets the minimum

requirement.

Parameters specific to strip instmments are shown in Table 9. Similar to the

gauge instrument, the strip has minimum and maximums and increments between

graduations on the face to make it easier to interpolate values similar to the gauge

instruments. However, it also has the additional "ScaleRhnge" value. If this is greater

than the interval from the "minV" to the "maxV", then the entire scale is shown as a

moving-pointer/fixed-scale type. If it is less than the full-scale value, then the strip type

is moving-scale/fixed-pointer.

All testing of the instruments was done using the simulation mode of the software

and controlled as described in the next section.

Control Input

The data processing system is controlled via a few basic keyboard inputs and

mouse movements. The program "Hot Keys" are shown in Table 10.

Table 9. Strip Instrument Parameters

Parameter Description

minV, maxV The minimum and maximum values shown on the instrument

Increment The interval between graduations
ScaleRange The amount of the scale to actually display at once
ShowPointer Boolean value that indicates whether to display the pointer and

digital value or not
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Table 10. Software Command Functions

Key Function

D Show the latest Data from the serial comm port

E Show the last Error information from the serial comm port

I Send commands to Initialize the IMU

R Toggle Recorder mode dii or off '
S Toggle Simulation mode on or off
z Zero out latitude arid Idhigitude error to begiri practice approach
Up/Down Add or subtract 2 knots of airspeed in simulation mode

The "D", "E", and "I" commands are described in the next section on IMU

communication. The "R" key turns on recording mode. When the recorder mode is on,

aircraft pitch, roll, heading, airspeed,- altitude, vertical speed, latitude, longitude, course

deviation and glideslope deviation are all recorded to a file on the computer hard disk at a

5 Hz rate. A header line is included that shows, the date and time of the test and time-tags

each line of data. The simulation mode can also be recorded. A sample portion of a data

file is shown in Appendix B.

TTie "S" key controls whether the software is in sim mode or is "live", meaning

that it is displaying information froih the IMU. In the simulation mode, a full six-degree

of freedom flight model to replicate aircraft characteristics would have provided the most

accurate simulation, but project time constraints led to the decision to implement a more

modest solution. Aircraft characteristics such as the spiral and Dutch roll modes and the

phugoid were determined to be unnecessary to simulate. Due to project cost constraints,

the input methods available using the laptop computer selected were used for the

simulation mode.
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In the simulation mode, the sideways movement of the mouse controls roll and

fore-aft movement controls pitch (forward for nose down pitch). The arrow keys control

aircraft airspeed directly (not power setting), and gravity is simulated with a very basic

model (airspeed decays when nose-up and builds when nose-down). This solution

provided enough fidelity to practice the basic instrument maneuvers and simulated

approaches shown in the test matrix, in Appendix; D..

The "Z" key fe-sets the practice airfield to one nautical mile north and seven

nautical miles east of the current position to start a new practice approach; Once again, to

control project software complexity, the fihal approach heading was fixed at 090 degrees

magnetic, although glideslope angle and field elevation were variable. Another

compromise was to show course and glideslope deviation with two needles oh the gyro

display (a vertical needle to show course deviation and a horizontal needle to show

glideslope deviation). . The needles did not fiinetion as "flight director" needles that

command a certain aircraft attitude to eliminate error, although that fimctionality could be

added later.' Additional styles of deviation indicators (error pointers ori the sides of the

display or pitch and bank command bars) could also be implemented later.

When the code for the instrunients, recorder, and simulator was sufficiently

mature, concentration was shifted toward developing the IMU communication interface.

IMU Communication Interface

The communication with the IMU was conducted using the MSComm Visual

Basic common control. This is a pre-packaged ActiveX control for Vispal Basic, that

includes the functions for sending and receiving data from'a serial interface. The output
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from the computer consisted of commands to initialize the IMU. The input consisted of

the text string containing the IMU data.

The data string is an ASCII string of 9 parameters separated by spaces. The data

rate from the IMU is approximately 20 Hz, although the prog-am only takes data at a 5

Hz rate. A sample string is shown in Table 11 with a description of the data contained

therein. The first 6 parameters, are described thoroughly in the table and the last three are

explained in the section on system debugging and troubleshooting.

Data Processing

This data stream had to be processed and placed into an array for access by the

individual instruments. This array consisted of the information that a pilot would require

to perform the assigned tasks and fields to hold aircraft position and deviations. The

fields of the array are described in Table 12.

Table 11; IMU Data String

I -002.7 +14.1 285.5 -0.00-1.03 +.3.72 +4.69 +188.8

Param Value Description

1 I IMU data quality- Capital I = good data, Lowercase i = poor data
2 -002.7 IMU roll data- -179.9 to +180.0 degrees

(positive values indicate right wing down)
3 +14.1 IMU pitch data- -90.0 to +90.0 degrees

(positive values indicate nose up)
4 285.5 IMU heading data - 000.0 to 359.9 degrees magnetic
5 -0.00 IMU horizontal acceleration - -2.00 to +2.00 gs

(negative values indicate deceleration)
6 -1.03 IMU vertical acceleration - -2.00 to +2.00 gs

(negative values indicate upward accel, therefore, "unaccelerated"
straight-and-level flight is -1.00)

7 +3.72 Voltage of data channel 1 - 0.00 to +9.99
(This is the output of the atmospheric pressure sensor for altitude)

8 +4.69 Voltage of data channel 2 - 0.00 to +9.99
(This is the output of the velocity calibration circuit)

9 +188.8 Velocity of IMU - 000.0 to 399.9 kilometers per hour from cal circuit
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Table 12. Data Array

Field Value Range

0 Pitch (degrees) -90.0 to +90.0

1 Roll (degrees) -180.0 to+180.0

2 Yaw (degrees) - Not currently used N/A •

3 Heading (degrees magnetic) . 0.0 to 359.9

4 Airspeed (knots) 0.0 to >100,000.0

5 Altitude (feet) - n . . ,<-10,000.0 to >100,000.0

6 VSI (feet per minute)" <-10,000 to >+10,000

7 Not used - Future growth

8 Latitude (miles from Greenwich Meridian) 0.0 to >10,000.0

9 Longitude (miles from Equator) 0.0 to >10,000.0

10 Not used - Future growth

11 Course Deviation (degrees) - Error from fmal
course to simulated runway

<-10.0 to >+10.0

12 Glideslope Deviation (degrees) - Error from
glidepath to simulated runway

<-10.0 to >+10.0

Some of the limitations on data range are only because of the data type used,

which is vastly greater than any values that would be experienced in real life. This is

why some values only say "greater than" or "less than" a certain value, which is always

more than sufficient.

The discrepancies between the iiiformation provided in the IMU data stream and

the information required in the data array were resolved by the control computer before

the data was placed into the array. The roll, pitch, and heading data needed no additional

processing before use. The other parameters were derived as described in the following

paragraphs.

Since the IMU only provides accelerations in the vertical and horizontal axes, the

accelerations must be integrated for rates, and integrated again for position. Horizontal

acceleration (provided in g) was converted to feet per second and then integrated to get
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horizontal velocity in feet per second, which was then converted to knots and inserted

into the array.

Vertical acceleration (in g) was converted to feet per second and then integrated

to get vertical velocity. This was converted to feet per minute and inserted into the array.

Then the vertical velocity was integrated again to get altitude and this was inserted into

the array.

While this technique initially seemed to be an acceptable method, two effects

caused error to accumulate in these values over time. The first was the calibration error

of the IMU on alignment. Even when unaccelerated, it would sometimes output a small

acceleration. Inserting a calibration constant into the software easily compensated for

this. The second, more serious, error involved the natural tendency for an integral to

accrue error over time. The techniques used to overcome this problem were significant

and deserve a more in-depth discussion.

Design Loop

Most of the problems encountered to this point in the project did not involve a

major cycle back to the start of the SEP. Some minor changes had been accommodated

through the Requirements loop and Functional Analysis, and the hardware interfaces as

initially designed worked remarkably well. Solutions to the IMU alignment and altitude

determination issues would only come Irom revisiting the Functional Analysis and a new

transformation of the re-worked functional architecture to physical architecture. This is

the essence of the design loop in the SEP.
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Alignment

The first problem to be analyzed was IMU alignment. Although the IMU would

obtain a good alignment quickly (< 10 sec) when it was not moving, when it was moving

and being shaken during alignment (such as in a GA aircraft in turbulence) if would not

get a good alignment. Usually this meant that the roll axis would begin to process during

the first roll maneuver. Improving the shock mounting did little to improve the

performance.

After consultation with the engineers at Watson Industries, it was determined that

to get the best alignment possible, the IMU required a velocity input. This velocity did

not have to be exceptionally accurate, even an approximation would help performance.

This new step in the functional block diagram could be transformed into one of

two physical architectures. A sensor could be attached to the aircraft pitot-static system

to measure airspeed and feed the result to the IMU, or a circuit could be desired that

would allow the test conductor to manually set a particular,"target speed" for a test

maneuver. Since portability of the system was a concem arid an interface to the aircraft

pitot-static system would greatly increase system complexity and reduce portability, the

"target speed" circuit option was chbseft

This circuit was constructed using a 5 OK fixed resistor and lOOK variable resistor

across the 12V power sipply to the IMU. This allowed iiiput of 0 to 8.0V DC to the

IMU, which set the input at 0 to 320 kilometers per hour (0 to 173 knots). A switch was

also added to enable of disable this circuit as desired by the tester. In use, the target

speed was set with the variable resistor and the IMU re-aligned immediately before the

test point.
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The second purpose for this pifcuit was to preyeiif velocity from developing too

much error over time. The velocity. computed from the integrated IMU output was

compared to the "target speed" and the error between the two served as a correction to the

IMU velocity. A variable, weight was assigned to this error (controlled by the test

conductor) in order to prevent velocity froin generating gross errors through the time

period of the particular test point. . Though this technique worked, it involved an

additional in-flight calibration step, which cost valuable flight time. Therefore, the proof

bf-concept tests were conducted using a fixed value for the airspeed instrument.

Altitude .

Aircraft altitude was determined by mtegrating the vertical axis acceleration once

for vertical velocity and again for altitude. Integration generates significant error over

time, and integrating twice made that error unacceptable for this project. Even after

compensating for alignment error with a calibration constant that could be adjusted by the

test conductor, the longest time that could be achieved before there was 100 feet of

altitude error in, the system was 90 seconds. This best-case error condition was with the

IMU stationary on a desktop! Since this error was imacceptable, the SEP design loop

was entered again to re-evaluate the functional architecture and options.

Using the output of a constant voltage circuit to set one particular speed solved

the airspeed issue, but the test points chosen for this project were relatively constant

airspeed. The project test altitudes would be changing significantly, so a constant-

altitude circuit would not be sufficient. Altitude would have to be measured directly.

Three options for the physical hardware to determine aircraft altitude were

analyzed. The first involved a pressure sensor to measure atmospheric pressure and
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convert that to an altitude (just as GA aircraft altimeters do). The second option involved

measuring altitude with an active signal (such as radar or laser) directed down from the

aircraft and a reflection sensed. The third option involved using a GPS receiver to

measure altitude.

GPS added another major component that would require a lew interface to the

data processing computer and a radar or laser altimeter would require aircraft

modifications. Either option would be expensive. Therefore, a pressure sensor seemed to

be the best option.

The Motorola MPX4115A pressure sensor was selected for its small size, low

cost, and on-chip temperature compensation. It measures altitude from sea level to

40,000 feet with analog output and uses a 5V DC power supply (Motorola, 2000).

First, the power supply was constructed using a National Semiconductor LM 117

operational amplifier. This op-amp can take a 12V DC input and provide a well-

regulated 5V DC output with very little additional circuitry. The IMU had four channels

for analog input that it would convert to digital and insert into the data stream, so this was

selected for the A-D conversion and communication to the control computer.

Unfortunately, this was not the end of the problem. The fnst time the sensor was

used (driving up and down a hill in a car) the output of the pressure sensor circuit only

indicated a change in altitude about every 65 feet. While a pilot does not need an

altimeter accurate to a foot to conduct instrument flight, an altimeter only accurate to 65

feet is unacceptable. A more in-depth analysis of the problem was necessary.

While the pressure sensor had plenty of range (-3,000 feet pressure altitude to

over 40,000 feet) and sensitivity (published as 0.1 mV and 45.9 mV/kPa), the analog-to-
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digital conversion resulted in a dramatic reduction in sensitivity: An analysis of the

transfer function that governed the pressure naeasurement process yielded a fliiiction of

this form: ' ' ^

= h
A5.9mVlkPa*Qm2,AkPalft

Where V is the voltage in millivolts and h is the pressure altitude in feet. The

leftmost .value in the denominator is the relationship between pressure and voltage for the

sensor, taken from Motorola documentation, and the rightmost value is the linear

approximation of the relationship between pressure and altitude from 0 to 20,000 ft MSL.

The IMiJ A-D circuit only provided voltage precision to 10 mV. Substituting this

minirmim change ,in voltage showed that the minimum change in altitude required for a

change in the digital elevation data was 64.1 feet.

._̂ 2EL ^—= 64.1ft'
A5.9mVlkP.a*Q.Q9'iAkPal ft

An indicated change in altitude only ewry 64 feet is obviously unsatisfactory for

conducting instrument flight. Another iteration through the design loop yielded two

possible solutions: 1) Using an separate AD converter with greater sensitivity, or 2)

Using the integrated vertical acceleration from the IMU, and.correcting it with the output

of the pressure sensor. To keep system cost and complexity low, the second option was

selected.

Parameter 7 in the IMU, data string (as shown in Table 11) was the output voltage of the

n pressure sensor, converted to a digital readout. This was converted to an altitude with the.

following transfer function:

.Alt = 769.6^-122l;9yT37544> . - ' , ,

.  • . • ' n n -^38.



Where Alt is the pressure altitude in feet and V is the output voltage. This

transfer function was computed by graphing the published output versus pressure from

Motorola documents and standard-day pressure versus altitude, then computing a second-

order polynomial curve fit for the region from 0 to 20,000 feet (the region of interest).

The system altitude was then computed by using this measured altitude as input

for a Kalman filter that the IMU computed altitude data was filtered through. The

pressure sensor altitude and MU integrated altitude were compared and the difference

(times a variable weighting factor that could be controlled by the test conductor) was

used to correct the IMU altitude, which was then displayed. This allowed some

variability in IMU performance to be corrected real-time during the test and proved to

work very well after some initial in flight experimentation with different weighting

factors.

When using a weighting factor somewhere around 0.3, the altimeter tracked in

sync with the aircraft altimeter during all maneuvers when the IMU had a good

alignment. This corrected altitude was also used to compute a correction to the vertical

velocity derived from the IMU data.

Final System Architecture

The end result of this development was the system shown in Figure 4. Once it

was constructed and preliminary testing with sim mode was complete, initial operational

trials were conducted in an automobile. Testing with an automobile provided a low-cost

method of analyzing system performance in a two-dimensional environment, building up

to full flight test. The system worked reasonably well and additional valuable
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informatioii was collected on IMU alignment tectoiques and calibration constant settings

with this technique. , , , . - ; ' ; .

The pressure sensor arid target speed circuit scherriatics are shown in Fi^re 5.

Detail photographs of these circuits and their connections to . the IMU are shown in

Appendix B.

When installed in the aircraft, the components were arranged as shown in Figure

6. The IMU and control circuitry were placed on the back seat, while the control

computer was placed on the test conductors laptop sitting in the right seat of the aircraft.

Although a. mounting system using a hinged arm that could be screwed into the aircraft

instrument panel was purchased, it was not used and the test conductor held the display in

place on top of the instrument glare shield. This arrangement allowed the test conductor

to quickly change display configurations and closely observe the pilot and display

operation during test maneuvers.

The total cost and weight of the system is shown in Table 13. Although the cost

is substantial, it may primarily be attributed to the cost of the IMU. A lower-cost data

collection system would not meet the minimum requirements shown in Table 1.
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Table 13. System Cost and Weight

System
hiSh

Weight
Ob)

Watson IMU 13,141 4.0

Laptop Computer 1,500 6.0

Earth Tech LCD Display 895 1.3

Motorola MPX4115A Pressure Sensor 29 0.02

LM 117 Operational Amplifier 11 0.02

Miscellaneous integration hardware 58 1.2

Total $15,634 12.5 lb



V. System Verification

The final step in the SEP loop is verification of the system to ensure that the final

product meets the modified requirements. For this, it was necessary to construct a few

sample displays and test them with different pilots to measure their performance and

gather their opinions. The displays chosen for analysis are shown and described in

Appendix C. This section describes the data gathered and the results.

The initial test plan was to have pilots fly the S-3 and precision instrument

approach maneuvers listed in Appendix D and their performance would be recorded with

the system software. Each pilot was scheduled to perform the maneuvers a couple of

times with each display in sim mode on the ground, and then in flight while being

recorded.

Overview

Three flights were conducted, totaling 4.7 hours of flight time. Two flights were

flown in a Cessna 152 (N1846C) and one in a Cherokee 180 (N8486W). The Cherokee

was flown from Henderson airport just south of Las Vegas and the 152 from Boulder

City airport, approximately 10 miles southeast of Las Vegas. Flights were from 3000 ft

MSL to 8000 ft MSL over the desert valleys to the south and southwest of Las Vegas.

Two flights were flown in daylight and one at night.

IMU alignment problems resulted in scaling back the test plan. The S-3

maneuvers were not performed, as the poor IMU performance was exacerbated in

sustained turns. Limited test time also prevented one pilot from getting ground

experience with the system before flight.
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Three pilots evaluated the system. The pilots were all very experienced, but came

from various backgrounds and brought a different point-of-view to the test. Pilot data is

summarized in Table 14.

Display evaluation consisted of both pilot comments on the display and

quantitative measurements of pilot deviation when performing a specified task. Needles

were projected on the gyro instrument of each display showing the deviation as the pilots

attempted to eliminate any errors. : , •

Because of the IMU alignment, problems in turbulent environments noted

previously, it was necessary to get the aircraft set up on an intercept heading to the fmal

course, align the IMU, then immediately start the task. . Usually by the time the aircraft

was approaching the simulated touchdoym point the IMU was beginning to develop

unaeceptable errors and approximately 20% of the time a run had to be aborted and set up

again because of IMU error. The mbst common IMU problem was divergence in the roll

channel.

Data was recorded as the pilots performed the task and post-flight the data was

analyzed to determine average deviation. The. time period used for data commenced

when the pilot maneuvered the aircraft to within ?3 degrees of the inbound course and

did not subsequently deviate beyond these limits for 2 minutes. This method reduced the

influence of pilot overshoots when acquiring the inbound course, which were sometimes

Table 14. Pilot Experience

Pilot Total Hours Background.

Pilot 1 2200 Navy Test Pilot, Primarilv FA-18
Pilot 2 3500 Air Force Test Pilot, Primarily F-15 & F-16

Pilot 3 1500 Civilian Flight Test Engineer, Commercial Pilot, CFII
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unpredictable. The two-minute period allowed for sufficient data collection before

getting down to the point where the course and glideslope windows were too small for

the pilot to track accurately (near the simulated touchdown point).

Display layouts were not presented to each pilot in the same order, but the data

collection always consisted of one approach using each of the three displays, followed by

a fourth approach using the fnst display again. Results for the fust and fourth passes

were averaged. This method was chosen to attempt to reduce the effect of pilots getting

accustomed to the system through repeated exposure, even though the display layouts

were different.

Data Analysis

The data files (as shown in Appendix E) were recorded on each approach and

post-fhght were imported into Microsoft Excel for analysis. Pilot comments were

recorded during and immediately after each simulated approach.

Figure B1 shows plots of the data from one test point. The four plots are the

pitch, roll, heading, and altitude of the aircraft. At the left side of the graph, the course

capture can be noted as the pilot reverses the aircraft roll and heading begins to stabilize

at approximately 090 degrees magnetic.

Figure &2 shows the course and glideslope deviation for this approach over the

same time period. Approximately halfway across the graph, the course and glideslope

both begin to deviate up to just under one degree of error. At the same time on the

altitude graph, a leveling off can be noted, and assigned as the cause of the error. These

graphs can serve to pinpoint the source of pilot error, and which instruments were not
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effective at transmitting information to the pilot when attempting to perform a particular

task.

The glideslope deviation graph also exposed two previously unnoticed bugs in the

software. The first was the way the graph occasionally appeared to "backtrack", having

two glideslope error values at one time, obviously impossible in a linear system. The

source of this problem was isolated to the individual record time-stamp assigned to each

line of data. The minutes and seconds were recorded directly, but the software

development package used (Visual Basic) had no provision for tracking tenths of

seconds. Therefore, the computer operating system had to be accessed directly and the

tenths of seconds appended to the time value.

An error in programming caused ten-tenths of seconds to be appended as "10",

rather than as "0" and incrementing the seconds appropriately. An example is that

"14:02" and lO/lOths \\as recorded as "14:02.10", not "14:03.0". When imported into

Excel for analysis, the value was converted to "14:02.1", but maintained its proper

position in the data stream. Therefore, the plot appears to "backtrack" on itself to go

back to the error value at the phantom time "14:02.1" rather than plotting it at "14:03.0".

The second error was evidenced in the periodic sawtooth pattern in the data,

clearly noticeable toward the right side of the graph in Fi^re. E-2. Obviously the aircraft

could not make deviations that rapidly, and the altitude, latitude, and longitude traces did

not evidence the same sawtooth pattern, so the aircraft data collection system was

functioning properly. The glideslope error computation step was analyzed next and at

one stage an improper conversion to an integer value was performed. This conversion

from a floating point value to an integer value created the sawtooth error shown. After
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fixing this error, other test points were flown with sim mode and the graph did not have

the sawtooth discontinuities.

The average pilot deviation was computed as the absolute value of the errors in

course and glideslope over the time frame in question summed and divided by the

number of samples. The course and glideslope errors derived this way were then

summed to produce the numbers shown in Table 15. This is obviously a simplistic

measure of error, but sufficient for this limited system evaluation. Some interesting

observations can be made from the qualitative and quantitative data.

The "Basic" display represented a standard GA "T-shaped" instrument layout

with airspeed and altitude gauges flanking a gyro on the top row and heading and VSI

below (see Figure C-1). Overall, the three pilots exhibited the greatest amount of error

with this display, suggesting that significant improvements can be made in cockpit

layout. Pilot comments with this display included, "VSI not in [my] crosscheck—dark

color makes it disappear", and "ILS needles tend to 'override' bank angle on [gyro]".

Although pilot 3 (with the most GA experience) commented that he, "Liked [the] steam

gauges with digital readout."

The "Big" display is shown in Figure &2. The large error of pilot 3 using the

"Basic" display is anomalous, but it is worth noting that he did the best using the "Big"

Table 15. Average Pilot Deviation

Pilot Basic Display Big Display Green Display

Pilot 1 1.75 1.23 0.83

Pilot 2 0.75 0.71 0.81

Pilot 3 2.10 0.59 1.67
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display^-both in comparison to the other displays he flew and in comparison to the other

pilots. This may reflect his greater experience with "conventional" GA cockpit displays

in instrument flight and led to his comment, "That display was pretty good!" Pilot 2

really disliked the display, commenting, "[It] almost made me sick to look at" and pilot 1

noted that, "VSI too sensitive [to use]."

The "Green" display is shown in Figure C-3. From the experience data on pilots

1 and 2 it is obvious that most of their instrument flight experience is with military

aircraft HUDs while pilot 3 is almost exclusively a GA pilot. Gorrespondingly, the

deviation of pilots 1 and 2 using the "Green" display (which most closely represents an

F-16 HUD) was half that of pilot 3. Indeed, one of the comments of pilot 2 was, 'Easy.

Obviously I'm used to flying approaches on something that looks like this." This is not to

say that there were no complaints, pilot 1 commented negatively on the lack of a VSI

with this display and pilot 2 mentioned that getting a feel for bank angle was difficult

without a bank angle pointer and scale.
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VL Project Summary

Conclusions

As aviation accidents attributed to mechanical failures gradually decline in

frequency, human factors causes of accidents become more and more sigmficant.

Improvements in pilot-vehicle interfaces can help reduee the human errors that lead to

mishaps. Cockpit display improvements can be a large part of these improvements.

The system constmcted and tested in this project is step toward developing tools

for performing this type of testing on a low-cost basis. Using this system, researchers can

gather data on the aircraft flight parameters, process that data, and display the results in

an infinite variety of formats to the pilot. Furthermore, not only can the data be used

instantly in the processing of the display, but it can also be saved and reviewed later.

This means the system can not only be used for display testing, but can function as a low-

cost data collection system to measure aircraft flight parameters for flying qualities and

performance testing or as a tool in a flight training program.

However, as used in this test, the system had some significant weaknesses. The

MU used to collect aircraft flight data was unreliable. Despite several attempts to

compensate for the deficiencies, it was barely serviceable for the test and some test plan

points had to be eliminated and others aborted. The software allowed for basic

instruments, but the appearance of those instruments was very simple and some standard

aircraft instruments (most noticeably the HSl) were not included.

Although the test techniques and display layouts used in the system verification

were not sufficiently rigorous for a dedicated display evaluation, they did prove that the
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system met the majority of the input requirements. The data collected was similar to the

expected results for the displays and pilots tested. ' ' ̂  .

Recommendations s

Although the fmal system architecture was suitable for the, limited display testing

conducted, there are many improvements that can be implemented. Most of these

improvements add little additional cost and would greatly improve performance.

Hardware

The first major area of improvement should be to obtain a more reliable data

collection system. The difficulties mentioned with the IMU used would not be a problem

with a system based on the Global Positioning System (GPS). These systems use an,

antenna array to measure aircraft attitude using GPS signals, instead of mechanical,

gyroscopes or solid-state accelerometers,, eliminating the problems caused by gyro drift.

They can also supply accurate ground speed, altitude, and vertical velocity, removing the

requirement for the altitude sensor and velocity calibration circuit.

GPS based attitude systems are available from several manufacturers. Trimble

manufactures a unit called the TANS Vector, and Ashtech has a unit called the ADU-2.

Both systems use a four-antenna array for attitude measurement.

The advertised system accuracy for the ADU-2 is exceptional at ?0.3 deg pitch

and roll, using a 1-meter baseline antenna arrangement. The output is also an RS-232C

serial data stream and would interface very easily with the existing software. The system

is slightly ihore expensive at $14,000, but the most significant dsadvantage is that it

cannot easily be moved between aircraft as the antenna array must be permanently

installed and calibrated for that aircraft.
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In this project the A-D converter built into the IMU was used to convert the signal

from the altitude pressure sensor to a digital form. If the ADU-2 were used, pressure

altitude could still be measured for comparison with the GPS derived altitude, but an

independent ArD converter would be required. The A-D PCMCIA card from Omega

Industries mentioned earlier could be coupled with the same pressure sensor circuit used

in this project to reduce altitude resolution from 64 feet to 6 feet or better.

Once the A-D converter card is integrated, a pressure sensor for aircraft pitot

measurement could be included. The data processing computer could use forecast or

estimated winds to compute an approximate airspeed from the GPS-supplied ground

speed, but a pitot sensor would directly provide the indicated airspeed. The Motorola

MPX5010D would be an outstanding choice for this purpose and allow airspeed

measurement down to 1 knot.

Software

There are many upgrades that can be carried out in software; only a few

possibilities will be listed here.

- Eliminating the requirement for all instruments to be rectangular would be a useful

upgrade (see the black box incorporating the VSI in the "Big Gyro" display in

appendix B). This can be done by making the controls invisible on the form, and

having them do their own "hit tests" to determine when they are selected. This would

allow better integration of the different instrument types and provide more options for

"stacking" instruments on each other.

- Additional instruments should be added including: Horizontal Situation Indicators,

Turn and Slip Indicators and horizontal as well as vertical strip instruments. An HSI
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and Turn and Slip indicator are widely-used instruments that would be popular test

instruments. Other additional instruments may be used for advanced display concept

testing.

- Bank angle pointers should be added to gyros as it is hard to precisely target an

angle of bank using the current, gyro instruments and capturing and maintaining a

desired angle of bank is a popular test maneuver.

- Different pointer styles should be added to gauges, for pointers with differed: colors,

sizes and shapes, as well as gauges with niultiple pointers (such as 3-pointer

altimeters) to test the pilots' ability to interpret readings on gauges of different styles.

- Major and minor graduations should be added to gauges and strip instrumeils to

assist pilots with rapidly interpreting gauge and strip readings.

- Colored "zones" to indicate certain conditions on gauges and strips should be added

to help with the identification of "out-of-limit" situations.

- Different types of course and glideslope deviation indicators should be added, such

as "flight director" needles, and pitch and bank command bars

Although in practice it did not prove to be too much of a distraction, a

modification to the program to eliminate the flicker in some instruments with

complicated features and complex colors (primarily gyro instruments) would eliminate a

possible source of error in pilot performance.

At the same time that more thorough quantitative data is gathered, a formal pilot

rating system should be used to improve the qualitative data. The Cooper-Harper

Workload Rating scale or Bedford Workload Rating scale are both excellent options. Not
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only should displays be evaluated as . a whole when performing certain tasks, but the

critical instruments could also be rated individually.

Future Projects

The next step should be to take the results of this test and re-enter the SEP at the

top. Several critical lessons have been learned and if the recommendations mentioned

previously are used as requirements and functional blocks for the next iteration, the

resulting system should be a very valuable test asset. Using this system, future research

should then conduct further research into display symbology. Even the simple design

verification process used here provided some tantalizing insights into how improvements

in cockpit instrumentation could improve performance and safety in GA aircraft.

More thorough test plans with test points that focus on specific flight parameters

should be prepared and the flights conducted using displays that are more carefully

constructed and more homogenous. This way the capacity of a specific instrument to

transmit information to the pilot could be isolated and analyzed. Perhaps then there will

be a revolution in GA aircraft flight instrument displays similar to that experienced in

military and commercial aircraft.
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Appendix A. List of Abbreviations

A-D Analog-Digital conversion

AHRS Attitude/Heading Reference Sys.

D-A Digital-Analog conversion

FFBD Functional Flow Block Diagram

FOG Fiber Optic Gyro

FPS Feet Per Second

GA General Aviation

GPS Global Positioning System „

GS Glideslope

HUD Heads Up Display , :

HDD Heads Down Display .

Hz Hertz (cycles per second)

ILS Instrument Landing Systerii

IMU Inertial Measurement Unit

KIAS Knots Indicated Airspeed

BCPM BCnots Per Minute (acceleration)

LCD Liquid Crystal Display .

MFD Multi-Function Display

MOE Measures Of Effectiveness

PVI Pilot-Vehicle Interface ,

SA Situational Awareness

, SEP ,, , Systems Engineering Process

VSI -, Vertical Speed Indicator
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Appendix B. System Detail Photos

This appendix shows detail photographs of the pressure altitude and velocity

calibration circuits and their connections to the IMU.
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Figure B-1. Front View of IMU and Circuits

Figure B-1 shows a front view of the IMU with the pressure sensor and velocity

calibration circuits and the connections between those circuits. The black cable leading

out of the frame to the left is the 12V DC power supply cable. The connections between

the circuits and IMU and IMU and computer are labeled.
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Figure B-2. Top View of IMU and Circuits

Figure B-2 shows details of the pressure sensor and velocity calibration circuits

and how they are laid out on the Proto-Board. The voltage regulator section in the upper

right converts the 12V DC power supply to 5.1V DC for the pressure sensor

(immediately below the regulator).

The IMU velocity calibration circuit is along the lower portion of the image. The

connections between the circuit and IMU and IMU and computer are at the very bottom

of the image. The black cable leading out of the frame to the left is the 12V DC power

supply cable.
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Figure C-1. Basic Display

This display is designed to replicate a traditional GA aircraft instrument panel. It

incorporates a black background with a high-contrast white circular gauge airspeed

indicator on the upper left and a white circular gauge altimeter on the upper right. There

is a circular gyroscope display in the upper center with a blue hemisphere to indicate the

sky and a brown hemisphere to indicate the earth. There is a black, inverted-T shape

plane symbol centered in the middle of the gyro and dark green pitch graduations every

10 degrees.

Below the gyro is a white digital readout of aircraft heading, and to the right of

that (below the altimeter) is a vertical speed indicator in lower-contrast teal color. The



VSI needle points directly left (horizontai) to indicate no vertical speed, and moves up or

down as required, with the max positive vertical speed at the 2 o'clock position and max

negative vertical speed at the 4 o'clock position.
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Figure C-2. Big Gyro Display

This background of this display is a gyro instrument, filling the available area of

the display. The gyro has blue and brown hemispheres to indicate the sky and ground

respectively, with a "W" shaped aircraft pointer in the middle and dark green graduations

every ten degrees of pitch with shorter, thicker green spots at ± 90 degrees.

A digital readout of airspeed is in the upper left area of the display, a digital

heading indicator is in the upper center, and altitude is in the upper right of the display.

A vertical strip instrument runs up and down the right side of the display to indicate

vertical speed. All these instruments are in high-contrast white on a black background.
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Figure C-3. Green Display

This display is designed to approximate an F16 HUD display. The center is

filled with a "pitch ladder" gyro instrument with a "velocity vector" style pointer. This

pointer does not actually indicate aircraft flight path, but is just another style of waterline

indicator available with the software. The pitch ladder has graduations every 10 degrees

of pitch, with a thicker, longer line indicating the horizon.

Along the left side of the display is a vertical strip instrument for airspeed and

along the right side is a vertical strip instrument for altitude. Both of these are "fixed-

pointer, moving scale" strips. In the bottom center is a digital readout of aircraft heading.

All symbology on this display is bright green on a black background.



Appendix D. Display Test Plan

The test plan presented here is a limited test plan created to prove the system

concept using the displays shown in Appendix C. It can also serve as a starting point for

researchers intending to probe fiirther into ergonomics testing with GA aircraft. ,

Table D-1. Test Tasks

Task Technique Critical Param.

Altitude

Capture
Establish 1500 ̂ m rate of climb/descent at constant
airspeed. Select altitude to capture and aggressively
maneuver aircraft to capture and maintain that altitude
while keeping heading and airspeed constant.

Altitude, Airspeed

Heading
Capture

Establish 45 deg angle of bank on constant altitude and ,
airspeed. Choose heading and ajggressively maneuver
to capture and maintain that heading.

Heading, Altitude,
Airspeed

30-30

Rolls

Establish 30 deg angle of bank on constant altitude and
airspeed. Aggressively roll aircraft to capture and
maintain 30 deg bank in opposite direction.

Bank Angle,
Altitude, Airspeed

S-1 ' 500 ̂ m climb for 1 minute, immediately transitioning
to a 500 :^m descent for 1 minute, fmishing on original
altitude. Airspeed ihust remain constant.

Airspeed, VSI

S-3 500 fpm climb with a 1.5 deg/sec tum (standard rate)
for 1 minute, transitioning to a 500 fjpm descent while
maintaining the tum for another minute (total of 180
degrees of tum). Then reversing tum direction and
completing another climb/descent cycle over the next
two minutes. Finish on original heading and altitude,
airspeed is constant;

Airspeed, VSI,
Tum Rate

Precision

Approach
Start 1 nm south of fmal course and 7 nm west of
desired touchdown point. Capture final course of 090
deg magnetic and track course and glideslope down to
200 feet above touchdown point.

Course deviation,
Glideslope
deviation.
Airspeed ,
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Appendix F. Program Code

Visual Basic was used to produce the software for this project because of the rapid

prototyping features and ease-of-creation. Although major portions of the program

functionality is tied up in the layout of the forms and the settings of their properties, this

code serves as an example of the coding for the instruments. The code for the Main form

is included first, which handles initialization and input/output. The gauge instrument

code follows and is representative of that for the other instrument types. All code is ©

Copyright 2000, Mark Johnson.

Code for Main Form

Private Declare Function OSWinHelp% Lib "user32" Alias,"WinHelpA" (ByVal hwnd&, ByVal
HeipFiie$, ByVai wCommand%. dwData As Any)
Private Declare Function Sieep%.Lib "kernei32" (ByVai dwMiiiisec%)
Private Declare Function GetSystemTime% Lib "kernei32" (ByRef ipSystemTime As
LPSYSTIME)

Private Type LPSYSTIME
wYear As Byte
wYear2 As Byte
wMonth As Byte
wMonth2 As Byte
wDayofWeek As Byte
wDayOfWeek2 As Byte
wDay As Byte
wDay2 As Byte
wHour As Byte
wHour2 As Byte
wMinute As Byte
wMinute2 As Byte
wSecond As Byte
wSecond2 As Byte
wMilliseconds As Byte
wMilliseconds2 As Byte

End Type

Const pi = 3.141592656
Dim dCalRoii As Double

Dim dCalPitch As Double

Private SimMode As Boolean

Private Recorder As Boolean
Private nFileNumber As Integer

Dim oidX As integer, oldY As integer
Dim test As Integer
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Dim nPitch As Double, nPitchRate As Double, nRolI As Double, nHdg As Double
Dim nAS As Double, nAIt As Double, nVSI As Double
Dim dCalVel As Double 'Velocity Input to IMU
Dim dCalAlt As Double
Dim dCaINz As Double 'Cal for vert, accel
Dim dCaINx As Double "Cal for horlz. accel
Dim dCalZeroVSI As Double 'Rate to zero out VSI
Dim dCalAltCorr As Double 'Rate to zero out alt error
Dim ISImRWHelght As Long 'Height of sIm Runway

Private dCalVSIA(50) As Double

Private dData(15) As Double 'The data from the gyro
'0 = Pitch (deg)
'1 = Roll (deg)
'2 = Yaw (deg)
'3 = Heading (deg)
'4 = Airspeed (knots)
'5 = Altitude (feet)
'6 = VSI (feet per minute)
'8 = Latitude (miles from GM)
'9 = Long (miles from equator)
'11 =Course deviation (deg)
'12 =Glldeslope deviation (deg)

Private ctllnst(IOO) As Control 'The controls on the display
Private cCtls As Integer 'Number of controls on the display

Public Function GetData(index As integer) As Double
GetData = dData(lndex)

End Function

Public Sub Form_Draw()
Dim I As Integer
Dim latErr As Double, longErr As Double
Dim X As Double, Z As Double
Dim DME As Double

Line (100, 100)-(4000, 600), BackColor, BP
CurrentX=100

GurrentY = 100

latErr = dData(8) -1
longErr = dData(9) + 7
If longErr = 0 Then longErr = 0.000001
DME = Clnt(Sqr(latErr "2 + longErr 2) * 10) /10
X = latErr / longErr 'Angular error of course
Z = (dData(5) - ISImRWHelght) / 5280 / DME 'Angular error of altitude
'Arcsln(X) = Atn(X / Sqr(X 2 + 1))
'But for exceptionally small angles Arcsln(X) ~ X
dData(ll) = CLng((X * 180 / pi) * 100) / -100
dData(12) = 3.5 - CLng((Z * 180 / pi) * 100) /100

For I = 0 To cCtls -1

ctllnst(l).Update
Next I

End Sub
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Public Sub KD(KeyCode As Integer, Shift As integer)
Form_KeyDown KeyCode, Shift

End Sub

Private Sub Form_DbiCiick()
SetOptlons

End Sub

Private Sub Form_KeyDown{KeyCode As integer, Shift As Integer) .
Dim Buffer As Variant

Dim strData As String

Select Case KeyCode
Case vbKeyUp
nAS = nAS + 2

Case vbKeyDown
nAS = nAS - 2

Case vbKeyEscape
mnuFiieExit_Ciick

Case vbKeyD "Show CommPort data
MsgBox ctiComm.Input, , "Data"

Case vbKeyE
MsgBox "Error-' & CStr{ctiComm.CommEvent)

Case vbKeyi 're-initialize IMU
dCaiPitch = 0

MsgBox "initializing"
Buffer = ctiComm.Input
ctlComm.Output = "1"
Sleep (12000) 'Wait 12 sec for initialization
Buffer = ctiComm.input
Do

Sleep (2000)
Buffer = ctiComm.input
StrData = CStr(Buffer)

Loop Until (Len(strData) > 40)
ParseiMUString strData
dCaiPitch = dData(O) 'Re-caiibrate pitch angle
dData(6) = 0 'Zero out VSi
dData(4) = dCaiVel 'Set velocity to cai speed
if dCalAit > 0 Then dData(5) = dCalAit

Case vbKeyR 'Toggle data Recorder
If Recorder = True Then

Recorder = False

Close #nFiieNumber
Else

Recorder = T rue

nFiieNumber = FreeFiie

Open "C:\Data" + CStr(nFiieNumber) + ".mfd" For Output As nFiieNumber
Write #nFiieNumber, CStr(Now): "Pitch"; "Roil"; "Heading"; "Airspeed"; "Altitude"; "VSI";

"Latitude"; "Longitude"; "Course Dev"; "G/S Dev"
End If
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CasevbKeyS Toggle Sim mode
if SimMode = True Then
SimMode = False

Else

SimMode = True ,
End If .

dData(6) = 0 'Zero out VSI
dData(4) = dCalVel 'Set velocity to cal speed
If dCalAlt > 0 Then dData(5) = dCalAlt

Case vbKeyZ 'Zero out lat/long for sim approach
dData(8) = 0
dData(9) = 0
nAlt = 4500 'Set altitude

Case Else

'Send any other keystrokes to the IMU
'Buffer = Chr$(KeyCode)
'ctlComm.Output = Chr$(KeyCode)
'Sleep (200)
'MsgBox ctlComm.Input,, "Data"

End Select

End Sub

Private Sub Form_Load()
Dim sFile As String n ' , :
Dim strRet As String * 256

ctlComm.CommPort = 1
, ctlComm.Settings = "9600,N,8,1"
ctlComm.lnputLen = 0
ctlComm.PortOpen = True

SimMode = True

sFile = "defaults.mfd"

'Read-in defaults

dCaINz = GetSetting(App.Title, "General", "CaINz", 1)
dCaINx = GetSetting(App.Tltle, "General", "CaINx", 0)
dCalZeroVSI = GetSetting(App.Title, "General", "CalZeroVSI", 0)
dCalAltCorr = GetSetting(App.Title, "General", "CalAltCorr", 0)
ISimRWHeight = GetSetting(App.Title, "General", "SimRWHeight", 4000)
sFile = GetSetting(App.Title, "General", "DisplayFileName", "general.mfd")
dIgCmn.FileName = sFile
'Read in display
Err = GPPS("General", "NumberCoritrols", "0", strRet, 256, sFile)
If Clnt(strRet) = 0 Then

Load Default

Exit Sub

End If

Load File (sFlle)
End Sub

Private Sub LoadDefauit()
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Me.Left = GetSetting(App.Title, "Settings"; "MairiLeft", 1000)
Me.Top = GetSetting(App.Title, "Settings", "MainTop", 1000)
Me.Width = GetSetting(App.Titie, "Settings", "MainWidth", 6500)
Me.Height = GetSetting(App.Title, "Settings", "MainHeight", 6500)

BackCoIor = 0

ForeColor = QBColor(2)

Move 100, 100, 12600, 9600
nPitch = nPitchRate = nRoll = 0

. nHdg = 0
nAS = 0

nAlt = 2000

test = oidX = oidY = 0 .

Set ctlinst(O) = Me.Controis.Add("MFD';Gyro", "ctlAtt")
Setctilnst(l) = Me.Controls.AddC'MFD.Strip", "ctlAS")
Set ct!lnst(2) = Me.Controls.Add("MFD.Gauge", "ctlAlt")
Set ctlinst(3) = Me.Controls.Add("MFD.Gauge", "ctlVSI")
Set ctl!nst(4) = Me.Controls.Add("MFD.Text", "ctlHdg")
cCtIs = 5

With ctiinst(O)
.Visibie = True

.Left = 3000

.Top = 1000

.Width = 2000

.Height = 2000

.Square = False

.ZOrder 1

.nDataPitch = 0

.nDataRoli = 1 "

.nSymboi = 0

.nSymSize = 40

.nPitchScaie = 2

.lLS = True

End With .

With ctiinst(l) '
.minV = 0

.maxV = 300

.increment = 25

.Visible = True

.Left = 500

.Top = 1000

.Width = 1000

.Height = 4000 , .

.nDataFieid = 4

.SetFont 16, "Arial", False, False
End With

With ctlinst(2)
.stAng = 90
.endAng = 360
.Ticklnt=100

.maxV-=1000
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.Continuous = True

•Visible = True '
.Left = 5500-

.Top = 1000

.Width = 2000 .

.  .nDataField = 5
. End With ,. . . '

With ctilnst(3)
.stAng =-30 .
.eridAng = 300
.minV =-5000 , -

.maxV = 5000

.Tickint = 500

.SetCoior 1, QBColor(3) ,

.Visible = True

n  .Left = 5500 , ,
.Top = 4000
.Width = 2000

.nDataField = 6

End With , . . '

With ctllnst(4)
.Visible = True
.Left = 3500

.Top = 4000

.Width = 800

.Height = 500

.nDataField = 3

.nMinDigits = 3

.SetFont 20, "Ariai", False, False

End With
End Sub

Private Sub Forrn_Mousel\/love(Button As integer, Shift As integer, X As Singie, Y As
Singie)

If X < oldX Then nRoli = nRoii-.1 .
lfX> oldX Then nRoii = nRoii + 1 ,
if nRoll > 180 Then nRoli =-179
If nRoii <-180 Then nRoii = 179

If.Y > oldY Then nPitchRate = nPitchRate + 1
If Y < oldY Then nPitchRate = nPitchRate - 1

oidX = X

OldY = Y

End Sub

Private Sub Form_Unioad(Cancei As integer)
Dim i As Integer . "

'dose ail sub forms n '
For i = Forms.Count -1 To 1 Step-1 , ,

Unload Forms(i) ' •
Next
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If Me.WindowState <> vbMinimized Then
SaveSetting App.Tltie, "Settings", "MainLeft", Me.Left
SaveSetting App.Tltie, "Settings", "MainTop", Me.Top
SaveSetting App.Tltie, "Settings", "MainWidth", Me.Width
SaveSetting App.Titie, "Settings", "MainHeight", Me.Height

End if

'Save default Info

SaveSetting App.Titie, "General", "CaiNz", dCalNz
SaveSetting App.Titie, "General", "CalNx", dCaINx
SaveSetting App.Titie, "General", "CalZeroVSi", dCalZeroVSi
SaveSetting App.Titie, "General", "CaiAltCorr", dCaiAitCorr
SaveSetting App.Titie, "General", "SimRWHeight", ISimRWHeight
if Len(digGmn.FiieName) > 1 Then

SaveSetting App.Titie, "General", "DispiayFIIeName", dIgCmn.FiieName
End if

ctiComm.PortOpen = False
End Sub

Private Sub mnuViewOptions_Ciick()
frmOptions.Show vbModal, Me

End Sub

Private Sub mnuFiieExit_Ciick()
Unload Me

End Sub

Private Sub mnuFlieSaveAs_Cilck()
Dim i As integer

digCmn.Fiags = cdlOFNHideReadOniy
digCmn.Fiiter = "MFD Files (*.mfd)|*.mfdlAii Files (*.*)!*.*"
dIgCmn.Fiiterindex = 1
digCmn.ShowSave
FiieSaveData

End Sub

Private Sub mnuFlleSave_Cilck()
if Len(digCmn.FileName) = 0 Then

mnuFiieSaveAs_Ciick
Exit Sub

End if

FiieSaveData

End Sub

Private Sub FlieSaveData()
Dim strSect As String
Dim fn As String
Dim Size As integer
Dim Name As String
Dim Bold As Boolean, italic As Boolean

fn = dIgCmn.FiieName

Err = WPPSC'Generai", "NumberControis", CStr(cGtis), fn)
Err = WPPSfGenerai", "Top", GStr(Me.Top), fn)
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Err = WPPS("General", "Left", CStr(Me.Left), fn)
Err = WPPSfGeneral". "Height",:CStr(Me.Height). fn) .
Err = WPPS("General", "Width", CStr(Me.Width), fn)

For i = 0 To cCtis -1

strSect = "Control" & CStr(i)
"Save the Control-unique data
ctilhst(i).Save (i) "

'Save the general control data .
Err = WPPS(strSect, "Top", CStr(ctiinst(i)Top), fn)
Erf = WPPS{strSect, "Left", CStr(ctilnst(i).Left), fn)
Err = WPPS(strSect, "Height", CStr(ctlinst(i).Height), fn)
Err = WPPS(strSect, "VVidth", CStr(ctiinst(i).Width), fn)-.
Err = WPPS(strSect, "DrawWidth", CStr(ctiinst(i).GetDrawWidth), fn)

n  Err = WPPS(strSect, "ForeCoior", CStr(ctiinst(i).GetCoior{1)), fn)
Err = WPPS(strSect, "BackCoior", CStr(Gtiinst(i).GetColor(0)), fn)

ctllnst{i).GetFoht Size, Name, Bold, italic
Err = WPPS(strSect, "FontName", CStr(Name), fn)
Err = WPPS(strSect, "FontSize", CStr(Size), fn)
Err = WPPS(strSect, "FontBoid", CStr(Bold), fn)
Err = WPPS(strSect, "Fontltaiic", CStr(ltaiic), fn)

Next i

End Sub -

Private Sub mnuFilebpen_Click()
• :Dim sFile As String ''i ' '■ ■

With digCmn . , . , ,
.DiaiogTitle = "Open" ' . '
.CanceiError = False
"ToDo: set the flags and attributes, of the common dialog control ,
.Filter =''MFD Files (^mfd)|^mfd|AIITIIes(V)|V". , . ,
.ShowOpen .
If Len(.FileName) = 0 Then : .

Exit Sub '
End If
sFile = iFlleName

End With ,
LoadFile (sFile) ' . ^

End Sub.

Private Sub LoadFile{sFile As String),
Dim strRet As String * 256
Dim strR As Stririg

Dim sSect As String
Dim Size As Integer

, Dim Name As String
Dim Bold As Boolean, Italic As Boolean

On Error Resume Next
'Remove all current controls,
For I = Me.Controls.Count To 1 Step-1

Me.Controls.Remove i
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Next i . .

Err = GPPSC'General", "NumberCoritrols", "0", strRet, 256, sFile)
cCtIs = Clnt(strR8t) .

For i = 0 To cCtIs -1
sSect = "Control" & CStr(i) ,
Err = GPPS(sS8ct, "Type", "None", strRet, 256, sFlie)
strR = Left(strRet, lnStr(strRet, Chr(O)) -1)

Select Case strR
Case "Gauge"

Set ctllnst(i) = Me.Controls.AddfMFD.Gauge", "ctlGauge" & CStr(i))
'MsgBox "Created Gauge"

Case "Gyro"
Set ctllnst(i) = Me.Controls.Add("iyiFD.Gyro", "ctlGyro" & CStr(i))

Osso "ToxtBox"

Set ctllnst(i) = Me.Controls.Add("MFD.Text", "otlText" & CStr(i))
"MsgBox "Created TextBox"

Case "Strip".
Set,ctllnst(i) = Me.Contro!s.Add("MFD.Strip", "ctlStrip" & CStr(i))
"MsgBox "Created Strip"-*., n

Case Else

MsgBox "No match!!"
End Select

"Load the instrument-unique data
ct!!nst(i).Load (i)

"Load data common to all instruments
Err = GPPS(sSect, ""Top"", "0", strRet, 256, sFiie)
ctllnst(i).Top = CLng(strRet) •
Err = GPPS(sSect, "Left"", "0", strRet, 256, sFile)
ctllnst(i).Left = CLng(strRet) ; ,
Err = GPPS(sSect, "Height", ""0", strRet, 256,.sFiie)
ctllnst(i).Height = CLng(strRet)
Err = GPPS(sSect, ""Width", "0", strRet, 256, sFiie)
ctllnst(i).Width = CLng(strRet) ' ,
Err = GPPS(sSect, ""DfawWidth", "2", strRet, 256, sFile)
ctllnst(i).SetDrawWidth CLng(strRet)
Err = GPPS(sSect, "ForeColor", ""256", strRet, 256, sFile)
ctllnst(i).SetColor 1, CLng(strRet)
Err = GPPS(sSect, "BackColor"", ""0", strRet, 256, sFile)
ctllnst(i).SetCoior 0. CLng(strRet) . .
Err = GPPS(sSect, ""FontName", ""Aria!"", strRet, 256,,sFiie)

-  Name = strRet
Err = GPPS(sSect, "FontSize", "12", strRet, 256, sFile)
Size = CLng(strRet)
Err = GPPS(sSect, ""FontBold"!, ""False"", strRet, 256, sFile)
Bold = CBool(strRet)
Err = GPPS(sSect, ""Fontltalic"!, ""F^lse", strRet
Italic = CBool(strRet)
ctllnst(i).SetFont Size, Name, Bold, Italic' ,
ctllnst(i). Visible = True ^

Next i

End Sub : *

256, sFile)
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Private Sub Timer1_Timer()
Dim IpBuffer As LPSYSTIME
Dim IMSec As Long

'First check for recording • ^
if Recorder = True Then

GetSystemTime IpBuffer
IMSec = ipBuffer.wMilliseconds +. lpBuffer.wMilliseconds2 * ,256 ^
lMSec-CLng(lMSec/100) ;

Write #nFiieNumber, CStr(ipBuffer.wMinute) + + CStr(lpBuffer.wSecond) + '
CStr(IMSec): _ ' . • :

CStr(CLng(dData(0)*1000)/.r000):L ' - n ' " , n
CStr{CLng(dData{1K* 1000)/ 1000); _ , , ... .
CStr(CLng(dData(3) *.1000)/ 1Q00);:i , i
CStr{CLng(dData(4)* 1000)/1000); _ '/
CStr(CLng(dData(5) * 1000)/1000);_ , .
CStr(CLng(dData(6)M000) /1,000);:_ . , ' ' :
CStr(CLng(dData(8) * 1000) /1000); _
CStr(CLng(dData(9) * 1000) /1000); _
CStr{CLng(dData(11) *1000) / 1000); ̂
CStr(CLng(dpata(12) * 1000) /1000)

End If

If SimMode = True Then

'Update Pitch Angle
nPitch = Fix((nPitch + nPitchRate /10 * Cos(nRoi! * pi / 180)) * 100) / 100
if nPitch > 90 Then

nPitch = 180 - nPitch

nHdg = nHdg + 180
If nRoll > 0 Then

nRoil = nRoil - 180

Else
nRoli = nRoll + 180

End if .

End If

If nPitch < -90 Then
nPitch = -180 - nPitch

nHdg=nHdg+180
If nRoll > 0 Then

nRoil = nRoll 7 180
Else

riRoii = nRoli + 180

End If

End If

If nHdg > 360 Then nHdg = nHdg - 360

' Update VSI and subsequently A/S and alt
nVSI = Sin{nPitch * pi /180) * nAS, * (5280 / 6,0) .
nAS = nAS - nVSi / 40000

If nAS < 0 Then nAS = 0
nAlt = nAit + nVSI * (Timerl.Interval / 60000)

'Update heading
nHdg = Fix((nHdg + Sin(nRoii * pi /180) * 2) * 100)./100
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If nHdg > 360 Then nHdg = nHdg - 360
If Int(nHdg) < 1 Then nHdg = nHdg + 360

dData(O) = nPitch
dData(1) = nRoll
'  dData(2) = nYaw
dData(3) = nHdg
dData(4) = nAS
dData(5) = nAlt
dData{6) = nVSI
GoTo EndSub

End If 'Sim Mode

'Get data from Gomm port
Dim strin As String
If ctlGomm.lnBufferCount > 0 Then

strIn = ctlGomm.Input
'MsgBox strIn, , "Port Data"
ParselMUString strIn

Else

If ctlGomm.GommEvent > 0 Then
MsgBox "Error=" + GStr( ctlGomm.GommEvent)

End If

End If

EndSub:

UpdateLatLong
Form_Draw

End Sub

Private Sub ParsellVlUString(strData As String)
Dim i As Integer
Dim dTemp As Double
Dim stindex As Integer
Dim endlndex As Integer

For i = 1 To Len(strData)
If (Mid(strData. i, 1) = "I") Or (Mid(strData, i, 1) = "i") Then

stindex = i

i = Len(strData)
End If

Next i

For i = stindex To Len(strData)
If Mid(strData, i, 1) = Ghr$(13) Then
endlndex = i

i = Len(strData),
End If

Next i

strData = Mid(strData, stindex, endlndex - stindex)
'MsgBox strData, , "Port Data"
dData(1) = GDbl(Mid{strData, 3, 6)) - dGalRoll 'Roll
dData(O) = GDbl(Mid(strData, 10, 5)) -dGalPitch 'Pitch
dData(3) = GDbl(Mid(strData, 16, 5)) 'Heading
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'Integrate horizontal accel to get airspeed " ' " .
oldAS + nx +cal Mnt/IOOO *32 f/s'^2 * 3600 sec/hour/5280 ft/mile

•dData(4) = dData(4) + (CDbi(Mid(strData, 22,\5)) + dCalNx) * timerl".Interval *0.02181818
dCalVel = CDbl(Mid(strData, 46, 6)) * 0.62137 'Convert KPH to mph
dData(4) = dCalVel

' Altitude and VSI

dTemp = Clnt(CDbl(Mid(strData, 28, 5)) * 50) / 50
'Integrate vertical accel (nz) to get VSI (fpm)

oldVSI - -nz +cal *lnt/1000 * 32 f/s'^2 * 60 sec/min
dData(6) = dData(6) -(dTemp + dCaINz) * Timerl.Interval /1.92

'Integrate vertical speed to get altitude
oldAlt + VSI * Interval / 60 sec/min

dData(5) = dData(5) + (dData(6) * Timerl.Interval / 60000)

.'Convert User data 1 voltage to altitude

dTemp = CDbl(Mid(strData, 34, 5))
dCalAlt = 769.69 * dTemp 2 -12219 * dTemp + 37544

'Correct altitude for error
dData(5) = dData(5) - (dData(5) - dCalAIt) * dCalAltCorr

'Store this new corrected altitude
For i = 49 To 0 Step -1

dCalVSIA(i + 1) = dCalVSIA(i)
Next i

If dCalVSIA(50) = 0 Then dCalVSIA(50) = dCalAlt
dCalVSIA(O) = dCalAlt 'dData(5) = dCalAlt

^ 'Use altitude change over time to smooth VSI
'Diff VSI = (CurrAlt - PastAlt) / Timeint
dTemp = (dCalAlt - dCaiVSIA(50)) / (Timerl .Interval * 0.05)
'VSI = VSI - ( VSI - DiffVSI) * 0.1 n
dData(6) = dData(6) - (dData(6) - dTemp) * dCalZeroVSI

End Sub

Private Sub UpdateLatLong()
'Latitude = Latitude + sin(Heading) * Airspeed * Time
dData(8) = dData(8) + Cos(dData(3) * pi /180) * dData(4) * Timerl.Interval /1000 / 3600

'Longitude = Long + Cos(Heading) * Airspeed * Time
dData(9) = dData(9) + Sin(dData(3) * pi /180) * dData(4) * Timerl.Interval /1000 /-3600

End Sub

Public Sub Repos(X As Single, Y As Single)
If IsNull(Me.ActiveControl) Then MsgBbx "No active control"
Me.ActiveControl.Left = Me.ActiveControl.Left + X
Me.ActiveControl.Top = Me.ActiveControl.Top, + Y

End Sub

Sub SetOptions{)
Dim Size As Integer
Dim Name As String
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Dim Bold As Boolean, Italic As Boolean

Dim i As Integer, j As Integer

Load frmOptions ~

'Set all the default values
With frmOptions
' First Tab

.txtDataPield = frmMain.ActiveControi.nDataPieid
•txtLeft = frmMaih.ActiveControi.Left
.txtJop = frmMain.ActiveControl.Top
.txtWidth = frmMain^ActiveControl.Width
.txtHeight = frml\/lain.ActiveControi.Height' <
.txtDrawWidth = frmMain.ActiveControi.GetDravyWidth "
•txtPoreColor = frmMain.ActiveControi.GetQoior{1)
•txtPoreCoior.PoreCoior = frmMain.ActiyeContr6l.GetCoior(1)
.txtBackColor = frmMain.ActiveControl.GetCoior(O)
•txtBackColor.PoreCoior = frmMain.ActiveContr9l.GetCoior(0)
frmMain.ActiyeControl.GetPont Size, Name; Bold, italic n
.comdig.PontName = Name
.comdig.PontSize = Size
•comdig.PontBoid = Bold
.corndig.Pontltaiic = Italic

'Gauge Tab
•txtGaMin = 0

.MGaMax=100

.txtGaStartA = 0

.txtGaEndA = 360 .

.txtGaTickint = 10 \

.txtGaPointWidth = 4 , .

.chkGACont = 0

'Gyro Tab ,
.txtDataPitch = 0

.txtDataRoil = 1 ,

.txtSkyColor = QBCoior(ll)

.txtGroundCoior= RGB{187,132, 91)
•txtLineCoibr = QBColor(2)
.chkSquare = 0
.optSymbol.ltem(O) = True
•txtGySymSize = 40
.chkGylLS = 0
.txtGyPitchScaie = 1

'Text Tab

.txtTxMinDig = 0 .

'Strip Tab
.txtStMinVal = 0 ,
.txtStMaxVai = 200
.txtStincr= 10 .

.txtStScaieRng = 200

.chkStShowPointer = 1
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'Calibrations Tab

.txtCaiNx = dCaiNx

.txtCaiNz = dOaiNz

.txtZeroVSI = dCalZeroVSi

.txtZeroAit = dCalAitCorr

.txtCaiSimRWH = ISimRWHeight

End With

'Override defauit values with actuai instrument vaiues
Seiect Case frmMain.ActiveControi.Getlype
Case "Gyro"

With frmOptions
.optinst.ltem(O) = True
.txtDataPitch = frmMain.ActiveControi.nDataPitch
.txtDataRoll = frmMain.ActiveControi.nDataRoii
.txtSkyCoior = frmMain.ActiveControl.nSkyCoior
.txtGroundCoior = frmMain.ActiveControi.nGroundCoior
•txtLineCoior = frmMain.ActiveControl.nLineCoior
.txtGySymSize = CStr(frmMain.ActiveControl.nSymSize)
.optSymbol.ltem(frmMain.ActiveControi.nSymboi) = True
.chkSquare = lif(frmMain.ActiveControi.Square, 1, 0)
.chkGylLS = iif(frmMain.ActiveControi.lLS, 1, 0)
.txtGyPitchScaie = frmMain.ActiveControi.nPitchScale

End With

Case "Gauge"
With frmOptions

.optlnst.ltem(l) = True

.txtGaMin = frmMain.ActiveControi.minV ,

.txtGaMax = frmMain.ActiveControi.maxV

.txtGaStartA = frmMain.ActiveControi.stAng

.bctGaEndA = frmMain.ActiveControi.eridAng

.txtGaTickint = frmMain.ActiveControi.Tickint

.txtGaPointWidth = frmMain.ActiveCoritrol.nPointerWidth

.chkGACont= iif(frmMain.ActiveControl.Continuous, 1, 0)
End With

Case "Text"

With frmOptions
.optlnst.ltem(2) = True
.txtTxMinDig = frmMain.ActiveControi.nMinDigits

End With

Case "Strip"
With frmOptions

.optinst.ltem(3) = True

.txtStMinVai = frmMain.ActiveControi.minV

.txtStMaxVal = frmMain.ActiveControi.maxV

.txtStlncr = frmMain.ActiveControl.Increment

.txtStScaleRng = frmMain.ActiveControl.ScaleRange ,

.chkStShowPointer = llf(frmMain.ActiveControl.ShowPolnter, 1, 0)
End With

Case Else

'Clicked in empty space of dispiay
End Select

frmOptions.Show vbModal, Me
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If frmOptions. Delete Then
For 1 = 0 To cCtIs -1

If ctllnst(i) Is frmMain.ActlveControl Then
j =' ' . .
1 = cCtIs

End If

Next 1

'Remove control from form

For 1 = 0 To frmMaln.Controls.Count -1
If ctllnst(j) Is frmMain.Controls(i) Then
frmMain.Controls.Remove 1

1 = frmMaln.Controls.Count
End If

Next i

'Remove reference from my collection
For! = j To cCtIs-2

Set ctllnst(i) = ctllnst(i + 1)
Next 1

cCtIs = cCtIs -1 .
Unload frmOptions
Exit Sub

End if

if frmOptions.Add Then
For i = 0 To 3

if frmOptions.optinst.item{i) = True Then
j = i
i = 4

End if

Next i

Select Case j
Case 0

Set ctiinst(cCtls) = Me.Controis.Add("MFD.Gyro". "ctiGyro" & cCtis)
Case 1

Set ctiinst(cCtis) = Me.Controis.Add("MFD.Gauge", "ctlGauge" & cCtis)
^gg0 2

Set ctlinst(cCtls) = Me.Controis.Add("MFD.Text", "ctiTexta" & cCtis)
Case 3

Set ctlinst(cCtis) = Me.Controis.Add("MFD.Strip", "ctlStrip" & cCtis)
End Select

ctllnst(cCtls).Visible = True
ctllnst(cCtls).SetFocus 'Make this the active control
cCtIs = cCtis + 1

frmOptions. Accept = True
End If

If Not (frmOptions.Accept) Then
Unload frmOptions
Exit Sub

End If

dCaINz = frmOptions.txtCaINz
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dCaINx = frmOptions.txtCalNx
dCalZeroVSI = frmOptions.txtZeroVSI
dCalAltCorr = frmOptions.txtZeroAlt
ISimRWHeight = frmOptions.txtCalSimRWH

With frmMain.ActiveControi
Tab 1 settings
.Move CLng(frmOptions.txtLeft), CLng(frmOptions.txtTop), CLng(frmOptions.txtWidth),

CLng(frmOptions.txtHeight)
'.Size = CLng(frmOptions.txtWidth)
.SetColor 1, CLng(frmOptions.txtForeColor)
.SetCoior 0, CLng(frmOptions.txtBackCoior)
.SetDrawWidth Clnt(frmOptions.txtDrawWidth)
.SetFont frmOptions.comdIg.FontSize, frmOptions.comdIg.FontName,

frmOptions.comdig.FontBoid, frmOptions.comdig.Fontltaiic
.nDataFieid = frmOptions.txtDataFieid

Seiect Case .GetType
Case "Gyro"
'Gyro settings
.nSkyCoior = GLng(frmOptions.txtSkyCoior)
.nGroundColor = GLng(frmOptions.txtGroundGolor)
.nLineGolor = GLng(frmOptions.txtLineGolor)
.nPitchScale = Gint(frmOptions.txtGyPitchScaie)
.Square = GBool(frmOptions.chkSquare)
For i = 0 To 3

If frmOptions.optSymboi.item(i).Value = True Then
frmMain.ActiveGontroi.nSynnboi = i
i = 5

End If

Next i
.nSymSize = Glnt(frmOptions.txtGySymSize)
.ILS = lif(frmOptions.chkGyiLS, True, False)

Case "Gauge"
'Gauge settings
.minV = GLng(frmOptions.txtGaMin)
.maxV = GLng(frmOptions.txtGaMax)
.stAng = Glnt(frmOptions.b<tGaStartA)
.endAng = Glnt(frmOptions.txtGaEndA)
.Ticklnt = GLng(frmOptions.txtGaTicklnt)
.nPointerWidth = Glnt(frmOptions.txtGaPointWidth)
.Continuous = GBool(frmOptions.chkGAGont)

Case "Text"

'Text settings
.nMinDigits = GLng(frmOptions.txtTxMlnDig)

Case "Strip"
'Strip settings
.minV = GLng(frmOptions.txtStMinVal)
.maxV = GLng(frmOptions.txtStMaxVai)
.Increment = GLng(frmOptions.txtStlncr)
.ScaieRange = GLng(frmOptions.txtStScaieRng)
.ShowPointer = GBooi(frmOptions.chkStShowPointer)

Case Else
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End Select

End With

On Error GoTo 0

Unload frmOptions
End Sub
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Gauge Instrument Code

Public mInV, maxV As Long
Public stAng, endAng As Integer
Public nPolnterWidth As Integer
Public Tickint As Long
Public Continuous As Boolean
Public nDataField As Integer This is the index In the data array the info is from

Private Repos As Boolean
Private oldX As Single, oldY As Single

Private Vaiue As Long
Const pi = 3.141592656

Private Sub UserControl_!nitialize()
minV = 0

maxV = 100

Tickint = 10

Continuous = False

Repos = False

Value = 0

•Size = 2000

stAng = 240
endAng = 300
nPolnterWidth = 4

End Sub

Private Sub UserControl_KeyDown{KeyCode As integer, Shift As integer)
frmMain.KD KeyCode, Shift

End Sub

Private Sub UserControLI\/!ouseDown(Button As integer, Shift As integer, X As Single, Y
As Single)

Repos = True
OldX = X

OldY = Y

End Sub

Private Sub UserControl_MouseMove(Button As Integer, Shift As Integer, X As Single, Y
As Single)

If Repos = False Then Exit Sub
frmMain. Repos X - oldX, Y - oldY

End Sub

Private Sub UserControi_!V!ouseUp(Button As Integer, Shift As integer, X As Single, Y As
Single)

Repos = False
End Sub .

Private Sub UserControLPaint()
Dim i As Integer
Dim strVal As String
Dim Radius As Long
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Dim Angle As Double
Dim tsX As Long, tsY As Long, endX As Long, endY As Long
Dim cX As Long, cY As Long

'Ensure sizing
Height = Width
Radius = Width / 2 - (DrawWIdth * Screen.TwIpsPerPlxelX)

cX = Width 12

cY = Height / 2

'Erase gauge
FlllStyle = 0
FlllColor = BackColor

Circle (cX, cY), Radius, BackColor

'Draw new gauge
FlllStyle = 1
Circle (cX, cY), Radius

For I = mInV To maxV Step TIckInt
Angle = (stAng pi /180 - (endAng * pi /180 * ((" - mlnV) / (maxV - mInV))))
tsX = cX + Cos(Angle) * Radius * 0.9 .
tsY = cY - Sln(Angle) * Radius * 0.9
endX = cX + Cos(Angle) * Radius
endY = cY - Sln(Angle) * Radius
Line (tsX, tsY)-(endX, endY)

Next I

'Write text value also

strVal = CStr(Value)
CurrentX = Radius - TextWldth(strVal) / 2
CurrentY = 3 * Radius / 2
Print Value

Angle = (stAng * pi /180 - (endAng * pi /180 * ((Value - mInV) / (maxV - mInV))))
endX = cX + Cos(Angle) * Radius
endY = cY - Sln(Angle) * Radius
DrawPolnter cX, cY, endX, endY, Color

End Sub

Private Sub UserControLDbiClick()
frmMaln.SetOptlons

End Sub

Public Function GetTypeQ
GetType = "Gauge"

End Function

Private Sub DrawPolnter(X, Y, endX, endY, Color)
Dim oldDW As Variant
oldDW = DrawWIdth
DrawWIdth = nPolnterWIdth

Line (X, Y)-(endX, endY)
DrawWIdth = oldDW

End Sub
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Public Sub SetCo!or(id, C)
If id = 0 Then BackColor = C
if id = 1 Then ForeCoior = C

End Sub

Public Function GetCoior(id As Integer) As Long
If id = 0 Then GetColor = BackColor
If id = 1 Then GetCoior = ForeCoior

End Function

Public Sub SetFont{Size, Name, Bold, Italic)
Font.Size = Size
Font.Name = Name

Font.Bold = False

Font.ltalic = False
If Bold Then Font.Bold = True

If Italic Then FonLltalic = True
End Sub

Public Sub GetFont(Size As Integer, Name As String, Bold As Boolean, Italic As Boolean)
Size = Font.Size

Name = FontName

Bold = Font.Bold
Italic = Font.ltalic

End Sub

Public Function GetDrawWidth() As Integer
GetDrawWidth = Dra\AA/Vidth

End Function

Public Sub SetDrawWidth(Value As Integer)
DrawWidth = Value

End Sub

Public Sub UpdateQ
Dim Vai As Double

Val = frmMain.GetData(nDataField)
Value = Val

If Continuous = False Then
If Val > maxV Then Value = maxV
If Val < minV Then Value = minV

End If

Refresh

End Sub

Public Sub Save(lndex As Integer)
Dim strSect As String
Dim fn As String

strSect = "Control" & CStr(lndex)
fn = frmMain.dlgCmn.FileName

Err = WPPS(strSect, "Type", "Gauge", fn)
Err = WPPS(strSect, "DataField", CStr(nDataField), fn)
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Err = WPPS(strSect, "MinVal", CStr(minV), fn)
Err = WPPS(strSect, "MaxVal", CStr(maxV), fn).
Err = WPPS(strSect, "StartAngle", CStr(stAng), fn)
Err = WPPS{strSect, "EndAngle", CStr(endAng), fn)
Err = WPPS(strSect, "Tickint", CStr(Ticklnt), fn) ,
Err = WPPS(strSect, "PointerWidth", CStr(nPointerWidth), fn)
Err = WPPS(strSect, "Continuous", GStr(Continuous), fn)

End Sub

Public Sub Load(lndex As Integer)
Dim strSect As String
Dim fn As String
Dim strRet As String * 256

strSect = "Control" & CStr(lndex)
fn = frmMain.dlgCmn.FiieName

'MsgBox "Loading from " & fn & ", Section " & strSect .

Err = GPPS(strSect, "DataField", "0", strRet, 256, fn)
nDataField = Clnt(strRet)
Err = GPPS(strSect, "MinVal", "0", strRet, 256, fn)
minV = CLng(strRet)
Err = GPPS(strSect, "MaxVal", "100", strRet, 256, fn)
maxV = CLng(strRet)
Err = GPPS(strSect, "StartAngle", "0", strRet, 256, fn)
stAng = Clnt(strRet)
Err = GPPS(strSect, "EndAngle", "360", strRet, 256, fn)
endAng = Clnt(strRet)
Err = GPPS(strSeot, "Tickint", "10", strRet, 256, fn) , ,
Tickint = CLng(strRet)
Err = GPPS(strSect, "Continuous", "False", strRet, 256, fn)
Continuous = CBool(strRet) ,

End Sub
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A self-taught computer programmer, Mark Johnson was raised throughout the
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assigned to fly operational test missions in the FA-18 and F-16 aircraft. During this time

he was one of the three founding members of Automated Profile Management, LLC,

which developed software for managing user profiles on Windows-based networks.

Mark has accumulated over 2200 flight hours in more than 40 different aircraft

types and over 300 carrier-arrested landings. He is proficient in several computer-

programming languages, including C-H- and Basic.
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